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1 Introduction

This dissertation describes a strategy which makes all commuters better off (i.e. a Pareto efficient strategy) for the time-dependent morning commute problem, even if the collected revenues are not returned to the population of commuters. The proposed strategy will apply road pricing as a tool for congestion management, a practice usually called congestion pricing.

Congestion pricing involves varying the price for road use by the level of traffic congestion to encourage people to travel during less congested hours, by less congested routes, by alternative modes or not at all. Usually two types of congestion pricing schemes are considered: point and cordon pricing. Under point pricing, vehicles passing a particular point on a roadway during congested hours are charged a toll, just as with congested toll roads, bridges and tunnels. Point pricing is considered congestion pricing if the charge point is located at the entrance to a congested facility or area and if the toll is higher during hours of peak demand. Cordon pricing is a variant of point pricing in which an imaginary cordon is drawn around a congested area and charge points are established at all points of entry or exit. Charges may vary by direction traveled or vehicle type, as well as location and time of day. The application of automated charging is not essential to congestion pricing, but it has become more attractive with recent developments in technology and it makes complex congestion pricing schemes more practical.

Interest in congestion pricing has been increasing both because congestion has been growing and because the public and government officials have become frustrated with the limitations of alternative congestion remedies\(^1\). Even though the estimates

\(^1\)The traditional solution to decrease the costs of increasing congestion has been to build more roads. Nowadays there seems to be academic consensus about the low feasibility of this solution, not only because it is expensive to implement it but also because it often provides only temporary relief (Mogridge, 1990).
of the costs of increasing congestion must be treated with caution, the annual cost of delay in the 10 most congested cities and suburban road systems in the US is estimated to be more than $34 billion (Financial Times, 1997)) and $308 billion (The Economist, 1997) in the whole Western Europe. One form of high congestion appears in the time-dependent morning commute problem, where commuters arrive at some bottleneck and each commuter who traverses the bottleneck must reach his destination by a specified time (his work starting time).

The major sections of this dissertation present a thorough discussion of the time-dependent morning commute problem, when the proposed strategy is implemented. Chapter 2 describes the proposed strategy in detail and presents the analytical results for the scenario where the commuters are homogeneous ("identical" commuters scenario), i.e. the commuters have the same desired deadline and the same willingness to pay, and value their time either in the queue or at the destination equally. Chapter 3 describes the analytical results for the scenario where the commuters are "heterogeneous", but along one dimension only (the commuters may have either different desired deadlines or, different values of time or, different willingness to pay). Chapter 4 extends the analytical results applying a simulation framework. In this section the commuters have different desired deadlines, different values of time and different willingness to pay. Finally, Chapter 5 contains a summary of the major accomplishments of this study and an outline of some areas for further research.

The remainder of this introductory chapter presents previous work. This includes both, related research and additional background for this study.

1.1 Related Research

The concept of road pricing as a policy tool to promote the efficient use of scarce public goods begins with a work by Vickrey (1963), who argued that although rev-
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In Vickrey's model (1969) a fixed number of identical commuters have to travel from a single entrance (home) to a single exit (work) along a single road during the morning rush hour. There is a single bottleneck on the road with a fixed capacity or service rate and if the arrival rate at the bottleneck exceeds this capacity, a queue develops. The commuters have identical cost functions.

Hendrickson and Kocur (1981) and Fargier (1981) independently formulated Vickrey's model and "assumed" that the commuters actual order of entry into the bottleneck would be the same as the desired order of departure for a Wardrop equilibrium (1952) (an equilibrium where no commuter can reduce his cost by changing his arrival time, on the assumption that costs of arriving at any other time are not altered by his change).
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costs to travel time and schedule delay and, Daganzo (1985) provided a proof of the uniqueness of this equilibrium.

More recent models have tried to achieve efficiency savings, decreasing the queuing or schedule costs of the commuters. These models consider that a number of commuters must travel from home to work, between which there is a bottleneck of given capacity (Arnott et al., 1988, 1990, 1998; Laih, 1994; Berstein and Hiller, 1998). The costs of travel include queuing time and schedule delay (time early or late for work). Even though the application of congestion tolls in these models results in efficiency gains, the savings in queuing time or in schedule delay by a commuter can be more than offset by the commuter’s payment in the form of tolls.


A first congestion reduction scheme having the potential for not penalizing anyone despite the tolls was suggested by Daganzo (1995). The traditional social welfare approach was modified to address the distribution of gains and losses across the population. Daganzo (1995) considered a homogeneous “steady-state” transportation system where a congestion delay was simply given by a function of its user flow. He showed that a pricing scheme with discriminating tolls that were rotated across the population could benefit everyone (unlike pure pricing alone), even if the collected revenues were not returned to the population.
1 INTRODUCTION

A similar strategy to improve the welfare of every commuter for the "time-dependent" morning commute problem was also proposed in Daganzo (1992). He considered a scheme where passage through the bottleneck is "banned" after a certain time of the day (the start of the rush hour) for a fraction of the commuters (the "paying" commuters). Each individual commuter was designated as "paying" only on certain days; on the remaining days (s)he could travel freely with no toll. The ban remained in force even after the conclusion of the rush hour and the "paying" commuters had to pay a monetary penalty, if they missed the start of the ban. This assumption limited the benefits that could be gained from control as it discouraged commuters from delaying their arrival in order to avoid the queue. Despite this inefficiency, Daganzo (1992) showed the scheme to have the potential for benefiting everyone over a number of days.

1.2 Background

It is convenient to introduce basic ideas for the case of homogeneous commuters where the commuters have the same desired deadline, the same willingness to pay, and they value their time either in the queue or at the destination equally. These ideas are based in works by Smith (1984), Daganzo (1985), Kuwahara (1985), Newell (1987) and Arnot et al. (1988).

This thesis considers the time-dependent morning commute problem where the commuters have to pass through a single bottleneck every day to arrive at work on time. The bottleneck has a time-independent capacity, \( \mu \). For the remainder of this thesis, and without loss of generality, it will be assumed that time is measured in a system of units such that the maximum flow through the bottleneck is "1" (one), i.e. \( \mu = 1 \).
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If travel times beyond the bottleneck are constant (no congestion), one can depict for each commuter \((i)\) a desired revised deadline \((w_i)\) for passage through the bottleneck that would allow said commuter \((i)\) to arrive at work on time. The term "deadline" is always applied in this sense in this research. It is assumed without loss of generality that customers are labeled such that if \(i < j, w_i < w_j\). A function \(W(t)\) gives the cumulative number of commuters with (revised) deadlines prior to time \(t\). Limiting cases for \(W(t)\) are also allowed. e.g. \(W(t)\) can jump from zero to a maximum value at some time \(W_0\) (as if the population of commuters is finite, \(i = 1, \ldots, N\), and everyone has the same desired deadline, \(W_0\)). It is also assumed that the commuting time (other than waiting in the queue) is a constant. Thus, we can eliminate this constant from our model, and may assume without loss of generality that the commuter arrives at the bottleneck as soon as he departs from home and he arrives at his workplace immediately after passing the bottleneck.

This thesis assumes a linear dependence on time and money for each commuter's utility, but all the times (in the queue and at the destination, both early and late) are not valued "equally" by each commuter. The utility of each commuter can be expressed in any units desired, if the results are used to compare only the utilities for a specific commuter, before and after the strategy's application. Since this thesis is not concerned with aggregate welfare measures, time in queue is chosen as the measurement of scale. Note that this is appropriate even if a unit of queuing time is not equally valuable to everyone. Thus, the queuing-time-equivalent penalty of commuter \(i\) (with deadline \(w_i\)), departing the bottleneck at time \(t\), is\(^4\):

\[
Penalty = \begin{cases} 
e(w_i - t), & \text{if } t \leq w_i \text{ (the commuter departs early)} \\
L(t - w_i), & \text{if } t > w_i \text{ (the commuter departs late)} 
\end{cases}
\]

(1)

where \(e\) and \(L\) are the conversion rates of earliness and lateness into queuing time, and they are assumed to satisfy: \(e \leq 1\) and \(L > e\).

\(^4\)The assumption of linearity implies that doubling the commuter's earliness or lateness, doubles his penalty.
As in past studies, a state is defined as the set of arrival times to the bottleneck for all commuters $i$, $a_i$. Given this set $\{a_i\}$, we can construct the cumulative number of commuters to have arrived and departed by time $t$, $A(t)$ and $D(t)$. If each commuter has his own utility function involving the trade-offs between queuing time, schedule delay and toll cost (the toll charged to a commuter if a toll is applied), then for suitable convex utility functions$^5$ (of which Eq.(1) is an example) there will be a unique user optimal assignment specifying when each commuter will arrive at the bottleneck and when he will depart (Daganzo, 1985). Moreover, if the commuters maximize their utility, an equilibrium state exists (and is unique) whereby no commuter can improve his utility by unilaterally changing his arrival time. At such an equilibrium commuters arrive in their desired order of departure. “first-deadline-first-in” (FDI) i.e. such that if $i < j$ then $a_i < a_j$. In other words, if the arrival (or departure) position of a commuter is represented by $p_i$, then $p_i \equiv i$ under FDI.

It has been shown that the three curves $A(t)$, $D(t)$ and $W(t)$ must coincide when there is no queue. and while there is a queue the departure curve is a segment between two points on $W(t)$, intersecting $W(t)$ at some intermediate position $p^*$ (see Figure 1) (Smith, 1984 and. Daganzo, 1985). Each commuter had to choose an arrival time to minimize his queuing delay plus unpunctuality cost: the commuter’s departure time can be found if the arrival times of the other commuters and the service rate of the bottleneck are known. Daganzo (1985) proved that there cannot be a Wardrop equilibrium in which commuters do not leave in the wished departure order and, exploring the differentiability properties of equilibrium arrival curves (suitable convex utility functions), he also established that there can be only one arrival curve that is an equilibrium. If the commuter queues, the sum of his queuing and schedule costs

---

$^5$To demonstrate the uniqueness of the equilibrium, Daganzo (1985) required the function to be convex and differentiable for all real arguments and, have a strict minimum.
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gives his generalized cost. The following results are simplifications of those by Arnot et al. (1988) and Daganzo (1992).

Figure 1: Cumulative arrival \( A(t) \), departure \( D(t) \) and desired deadline curves (commuters with the same desired deadline, \( W_0 \). Figure 1a: commuters with different desired deadlines, \( W(t) \). Figure 1b).

If the commuters have the same desired deadline (case shown in Figure 1a). they must experience the same cost to be in equilibrium. The first commuter to arrive at position 0 (zero) is the commuter who experiences the largest earliness schedule cost but no queuing cost: as we progress from the commuters arriving at position 0 to position \( p^* \), there is an “increase” in the commuter’s queuing cost and an equal “decrease” in his earliness schedule cost (observe Figure 1a). The commuter arriving at position \( p^* \) is the only commuter to depart at his desired deadline, \( W_0 \) (experiencing no schedule cost), but he is the one who experiences the highest queuing cost (\( z \)). A similar analysis can be made for the commuters departing late (from positions \( p^* \) to \( N \)). It turned out that to obtain an equilibrium for the penalty function (1), the curve \( A(t) \) must diverge from the low end of the segment, increasing at rate \( a'=1/(1-e) \) until reaching \( p^* \), and at rate \( a''=1/(1+L) \).
thereafter; the curve $A(t)$ must also intersect the departure curve $D(t)$ at the end of the segment. Since the total number of commuters wishing to pass through the bottleneck is given by $N$, the geometry of the figure shows that the cost for commuter $p^*$ is $C = z = NeL/(e+L)$.\(^6\) This cost ($C$) is identical for all the commuters, since they are identical, have the same desired deadline and the system is in equilibrium. The number of commuters departing early is also represented (Figure 1) by the variable $x$ and the number of commuters departing late by the variable $y$, where from the geometry of the figure. $x = p^* = NL/(e + L)$ and $y = Ne/(e + L)$.

\(^6\)As $a^i = 1/(1 - e) = p^*/(p^* - z)$ and $a^{ii} = 1/(1 + L) = (N - p^*)/(N - p^* + z)$, solving for $p^*$ and $z$, the result follows.
2 The Strategy and Homogeneous Commuters

This chapter demonstrates that there is a tolling scheme that leads to a Pareto improving equilibrium even if the collected revenues are not returned commuters. Section 2.1 describes the scheme and Section 2.2 its results for the case of a population of identical commuters.

2.1 The Strategy

The proposed strategy involves the following elements:

(a) Variable Toll

A variable toll with a fixed rate $\tau$ (monetary units per unit time) applied during a fixed time window, $[W_B, W_E]$. The toll penalty for a commuter departing inside the time window is proportional to the amount of time by which the commuter “missed” the beginning or the end of the time window, whichever gives the lowest cost. Thus, the toll penalty for a commuter departing at time $t$ is (see Figure 2):

$$Toll\ penalty = \tau \min [(t - W_B), (W_E - t)] \text{ for } t \in [W_B, W_E]$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

(b) Free or Paying Commuters

Every day each commuter is classified as either “free” or “paying”. The “free” commuters are allowed to use the bottleneck without paying the toll (even if they decide to pass through the bottleneck inside the time window). The “paying” commuters can avoid paying the toll only if they pass through the bottleneck outside the time window; otherwise, they have to pay the toll penalty corresponding to their passage time. The classification method is such that: (i) in the long run the fraction
of days, \( f \), that a commuter is "free", is the same for all the commuters; (ii) the fraction of "free" commuters is \( f \) every day.

\[(c) \textit{The System Manager}\]

The system manager can choose four free parameters: (i) the toll rate, \( \tau \); (ii) the time window, \([W_B, W_E]\), and (iii) the fraction of "free" commuters, \( f \).

The properties of the proposed strategy suggest that it can be easily implemented. To this end, the referred classification of the commuters as "free" or "paying" can be made by the ending of the license plates of the commuter's vehicles, with each commuter having an electronic tag attached to his car. One could also classify the commuters as "free" or "paying", depending on where they live. \( e.g. \) commuters living in the same downtown area would be classified as "paying" the same days of the
week\textsuperscript{7}. The corresponding toll can be charged by the use of an electronic toll facility with the corresponding toll penalty being automatically charged to any "paying" commuter whose tag is detected inside the time window. The next sections describe in detail the solutions obtained once the proposed strategy is implemented.

\textsuperscript{7}This classification method would address the relevant issue of the same commuter having "more" than one car with different ending license plates, as this commuter would have all their cars classified as paying in the same days.
2.2 Homogeneous Commuters

To understand the main issues involved with the strategy’s application for the time-dependent morning commute problem, it is wise to start with the simplest case, i.e. the one where the commuters are identical. Thus, this section presents the results obtained for the case of commuters who value their time either in the queue or at their destination equally and have the same desired deadline.

The proposed strategy aims to achieve an equilibrium pattern where the “paying” commuters depart either outside the time window or inside it but close to its borders (close to the times \( W_B \) and \( W_E \)) and, the “free” commuters depart as close as possible to their common desired deadline, \( W_0 \).

More specifically, the decision variables (\( f, \tau, W_B \) and \( W_E \)) are chosen so as to achieve an equilibrium pattern with the following properties (illustrated in Figure 3):

(i) three triangular queuing episodes.

(ii) the same departure curve as without the control.

(iii) a queue that vanishes between congested episodes and inside the time window (points A and C) and.

(iv) a delay which is a (local) maximum for the commuters departing at the edges of the time window (points G and Q).

It will be shown that to obtain the equilibrium described in Figure 3 (with the “paying” commuters departing in the two extreme queuing episodes and the “free” commuters departing in the middle queuing episode), the following has also to be assumed for the slopes of the arrival curve \( A(t) \) (property (v)):

\[
a^i = \frac{1}{1 - e} \quad (for \ the \ segments \ FE \ and \ AD)
\]
Figure 3: Equilibrium with the proposed strategy - commuters with the same desired deadline. $W_0$.

\[ a^{ii} = \frac{1}{1 + L} \quad \text{(for the segments DC and NM)} \]  
\[ a^{iii} = \frac{1}{1 + \tau - \epsilon} \quad \text{(for the segment EA)} \]  
\[ a^{iv} = \frac{1}{1 + L - \tau} \quad \text{(for the segment CN)} \]  

To obtain the described geometry (Figure 3) we cannot arbitrarily choose $f, \tau, W_B$ and $W_E$; a choice will be feasible only if as we construct the two extreme triangles starting from points F and M, applying properties (iv) and (v), we obtain two points
A and C such that A is below B and C is above B (where as seen in Figure 3, point 
B is the point on the departure curve with $t = W_0$).

To ensure the resulting pattern to be a Wardrop equilibrium (Section 1.1), two 
additional requirements are imposed for the middle triangle. These requirements take 
the form of equality conditions among the decision variables which further restricts 
the feasible region, but not unduly so since we started with four free variables ($f$, $\tau$, $W_B$ and $W_E$). The new requirements are: (vi) the break in the arrival curve in the 
middle triangle (as one constructs it from points A and C) should be level with the 
point on the departure curve with $t = W_0$ (e.g., point D level with point B), and. (vii) 
the fraction of positions between points A and C should equal the fraction of “free” 
commuters. $f$ (as shown in Figure 3. from position $p_A$ to $p_C$ there are $fN$ available 
positions).

If the decision variables satisfy the properties and requirements above, then it 
can be shown that the pattern just described is a Wardrop equilibrium, where the 
“free” commuters depart between positions A and C (in the middle queuing episode) 
and the “paying” commuters depart elsewhere (in the other two queuing episodes).

To see this let’s consider first the set of “paying” commuters and then the one of 
“free” commuters. *Paying commuters:* As everyday there are $(1-f)N$ paying com-
muters, the geometry of Figure 3 shows that there are $(1-f)N$ positions available for 
$(1-f)N$ paying commuters. Since the departure curve did not change (property (ii)), 
the “paying” commuters arriving at points F or M (positions 0 and $N$) experience the 
same cost as before. $z$. When we progress from the commuters arriving at position 
0 to position E, there is an “increase” in the commuter’s queuing cost and an equal 
“decrease” in his earliness schedule cost; so all the positions between 0 and E share 
the same cost ($z$). When we progress from the commuters arriving at position E to 
position A, there is a “decrease” in the commuter’s queuing and earliness cost that
precisely cancels out the “increase” in toll cost (this follows from the definition of \(a^{iii}\). Eq.(5)). The same logic can be applied to the upper triangle for the “paying” commuters departing from positions C to N. Note as well that the middle triangle is not attractive to any of the “paying” commuters. Thus, all the “paying” commuters are in a Wardrop equilibrium where they experience the same cost as before \((z)\). Free commuters: The slopes of \(a^i\) and \(a^{ii}\) together with property (vi) (point D level with point B), defines a geometry for the middle queuing triangle similar to the one of Figure 1. As already explained (Section 1.2), this guarantees the “free” commuters to be indifferent of departing from positions A to C. Thus, when the commuters are classified as “free”, the geometry of the middle queuing triangle implies the “free” commuters to experience a cost of \(C_{free} = fz\). These commuters are in equilibrium because the positions correspond to the outside triangles are less attractive. The commuters’ cost varies with departure time as shown in Figure 4.

since the proposed strategy designates each commuter as “free” for a fraction \(f\) of the days (and “paying” for the remainder \((1-f)\) days), in the long run, the average cost per day for a typical commuter is a weighted cost \((fC_{free} + (1 - f)C_{paying})\). A convenient expression is:

\[
C_{avg.} = f^2 z + (1 - f)z
\]  

(7)

The savings for a typical commuter are:

\[
Savings = C_{paying} - C_{avg.} = z f (1 - f)
\]  

(8)

Since the cost of the “paying” commuters is the same as the “before” cost.

One can see from Eq.(8) that in the traditional pure pricing approach where all the commuters are classified as “paying” \((f=0)\) the savings are 0 (zero) for every commuter. Moreover, the savings obtained by a commuter are related to the time

\(^8\)The middle queuing triangle in Figure 3 is similar to the queuing triangle in Figure 1, being scaled by \(f\) (the fraction of “free” commuters).
he is classified as "free". These savings arise from the decrease in queuing time experienced by the "free" commuters with the application of the proposed strategy. Figure 5 demonstrates the savings obtained with different values of $f$ (small and large). We see from Eq.(8) that a maximum savings of 25% of the initial cost can be achieved, when the commuters are classified as "free" 50% of their days. These savings are obtained even without returning the collected revenues to the population.

Having shown that equitable savings can be obtained for a case with homogeneous commuters, we now extend the analysis to the more general case.
Figure 5: Illustration of the savings obtained with different values of f: (a) small; (b) large.
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3 Heterogeneous Commuters - Special Cases

This chapter describes analytical results for the cases where the commuters are heterogeneous. Due to the complexity of solving analytically this general case in which commuters have different desired deadlines, different values of time and different willingness to pay (elastic demand) this chapter allows only one of these parameters vary across the population at a time. We expect that the insights gained when studying each one of these cases will help us address the general case more effectively. This will be done in Chapter 4. Section 3.1 below presents the case where the commuters have different desired deadlines. Section 3.2 the case where the commuters have different willingness to pay (elastic demand) and section 3.3 presents the case for the commuters having different values of time.

3.1 Different Desired Deadlines

We assume here (as in Smith, 1984) that the desired deadline curve $W(t)$ increases in an S-shape form, i.e. its derivative may increase to a maximum value greater than 1, remain there for a while and finally decline from that level. We will show that if all the commuters have desired deadlines in a narrow window of prespecified width (e.g., $W(t)$ is moderately steep) then the solution identified in Section 2.2 continues to be an equilibrium if the customers in each class arrive in a FDFI order. This equilibrium will still be Pareto improving, and Eq.(8) will still apply. The savings in this case continue to be equal for all users independent of their desired deadlines. Figure 6 shows an equilibrium (arrival and departure curves) that satisfies the conditions of Section 2.2. It also shows a hypothetical “$W(t)$” curve with earliest and latest deadlines. $w_{min} = T_W(-x)$ and $w_{max} = T_W(y)$, that satisfy the following “steepness condition”: 
Figure 6: Equilibrium pattern of arrivals with the proposed strategy: commuters with different desired deadlines.

\[ w_{\text{min}} > -x \quad \text{and} \quad w_{\text{max}} < y \]  \hspace{1cm} (9)

The strategy of the form presented in Section 2.1 is Pareto improving for this problem if, as shown in the figure, the proportion of free users \( f \) is large enough to satisfy:

\[ w_{\text{min}} > -fx \]  \hspace{1cm} (10)
and

\[ w_{\text{max}} < fy \]  \hspace{1cm} (11)

Geometrically, this means that the middle queuing episode should include the time interval from \( w_{\text{min}} \) to \( w_{\text{max}} \), as shown in Figure 6. One can easily see that a sufficiently large \( f \) (with \( f < 1 \)) satisfying Eqs.(10-11) can always be found if Eq.(9) holds. That the equilibrium of Section 2.2 with a step \( W(t) \) is also an equilibrium now under class-specific FDFI follows from the following:

(a) The deadline curve of “free commuters”, \( W_f(t) = fW(t) \) (not shown in Figure 6) would pass through the queue dissipation points A and C and would divide the departure curve into two segments of similar lengths as before (see Section 2.2). Thus, since free commuters arrive in a FDFI order, they would be in equilibrium during the middle queuing episode.

(b) Because all the positions in the first queuing episode imply earliness (Eq.(10)) these positions are equivalent for all commuters. The logic behind this statement was outlined in Section 2.2. Similarly, the positions in the third queuing episode also continue to be equivalent. Recall from Section 2.2 that a user with \( w_i = 0 \) is indifferent to the first and third queuing episodes. It follows then that paying commuters with negative deadlines will prefer the first queuing episode and those with positive deadlines the third one. Note as well that none would opt for the middle queuing episode.

(c) There are \( (1 - f)x \) paying commuters with negative deadlines who wish to arrive in the first queuing episode. Since this episode can accommodate precisely \( (1 - f)x \) users, the demand for positions is met. Since the same can be said for paying commuters with positive deadlines and the third queuing episode, we see that the suggested arrival pattern is an equilibrium.
This establishes that every commuter would take the same action with a smooth deadline function as one would have taken with a step function, and that this is true for both the controlled and uncontrolled scenarios. Therefore, the improvement introduced by the control cannot depend on the shape of \( W \) for any user. As a result, Eq.(8) still applies. The largest benefit is obtained by maximizing Eq.(8) subject to Eqs.(10-11). Clearly, the maximum theoretical benefit (savings = .25z for \( f = 0.5 \)) can only be achieved if the tails of \( W \) are short \((w_{\text{min}} > (-.5x) \text{ and } w_{\text{max}} < .5y)\). Otherwise, a smaller Pareto improvement can be obtained with a large \( f \). Note that both the improvement for large \( f \) and the remaining control variables needed to achieve it are independent of \( W(t) \). That means that knowledge of the desired deadline curve is not necessary to devise a strategy. Moreover, it means that the proposed strategy can be introduced gradually, starting with a wide time window and a small percentage of paying commuters. The resulting effect on the arrival curve can be monitored easily. With this diagnostic, we can then decide whether narrower windows and lower values of \( f \) should be pursued.

If \( W(t) \) is so shallow that Eq.(9) is violated, there may be "free" commuters who would like to depart in the extreme queuing episodes, and this may preclude perfect class segregation with class-specific FDFI. Whether this rules out perfect Pareto improvements we do not know. In any case, and given the choice flexibility commuters have with the proposed pricing approach, we would expect a more equitable distribution of gains and losses. The next section extends the analytical analysis for the heterogeneous commuters where they have different willingness to pay (elastic demand scenario).
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3.2 Heterogeneous Commuters - Elastic Demand

A very important issue when devising a strategy to provide congestion relief is that of latent demand. Even tough one can devise a strategy to decrease existing congestion for a fixed population, congestion reduction could induce nonusers to use the system, and this may decrease the likelihood of obtaining Pareto improving solution. Thus, this section shows that this is not the case.

We assume that there is a population of commuters wishing to pass through a single bottleneck everyday. The commuters have the same desired deadline and are identical in all other respects.

Figure 7: Elastic demand: (a) The commuters are ordered according to their willingness to pay; (b) Equilibrium before the strategy’s application.

If the commuters are ordered according to their willingness to pay (Figure 7a) and one plots the commuters (#) vs. her(his) willingness to pay (in terms of queuing time), one obtains the demand curve for the problem, $C_d(t)$. This curve is assumed to
be known. Before the strategy’s application, the equilibrium obtained is as described in Figure 7b\(^9\).

Figure 8: Equilibrium pattern of arrivals with the proposed strategy: commuters with the same desired deadline, \(W_0\), and elastic demand.

We show below that there is a combination of the parameters \((f, \tau, [W_B, W_E])\) that achieves the equilibrium described in Figure 8. The equilibrium of Figure 8 is

\(^9\)Figure 7b is similar to Figure 1a (Section 1.2), the only difference being the number of commuters using the bottleneck, before the strategy’s application (\(n_0\) now and “not” \(N\) as in Figure 1a). Since the demand is elastic in this section, only \(n_0\) commuters will be willing to use the bottleneck prior to the strategy’s application. e.g. only \(n_0\) commuters will be willing to pay \(t_0\) to pass through the bottleneck (Figure 7a).
assumed to have the following properties (note that they are the same as in (i) and (iii)-(v) of Section 2.2):\textsuperscript{10}

(i) the arrival curve exhibits three distinct queuing episodes and the middle queuing episode is geometrically similar to the original one (before the control);

(ii) the departure curve is not shifted (either to the left or to the right);

(iii) the maximum delay in the first and third queuing episodes is experienced by the users departing at the edges of the time window;

(iv) all the free commuters depart in the middle queuing episode and all the paying commuters in the first and third.

(v) the slopes of the arrival curve are still given by (Eqs. (3-4), Section 2.2):

\[ a' = \frac{1}{1 - e} > 1 \quad \text{for segments FE and AD} \]

\[ a'' = \frac{1}{1 + L} > 1 \quad \text{for segments NM and DC} \]

To obtain the equilibrium described in Figure 8, we first choose \( f \in [0, 1] \). Then the values of the critical costs when the commuters are classified as “free” \( (t_f) \) and “paying” \( (t_p) \) (see Figure 9) can be determined from:\textsuperscript{11}

\[ fC_d(t_f) + (1 - f)C_d(t_p) = t_p(e + L)/eL \quad (12) \]

\textsuperscript{10}Property (ii) (the same departure curve as without the control (Section 2.2)) does not hold for this case because the demand is elastic (Even tough we assume the departure curve is not shifted either to the left or to the right in Figure 8, the number of commuters using the bottleneck can change, once the strategy is applied.)

\textsuperscript{11}As \( a \) is the number of commuters using the bottleneck only when classified as “free” (e.g. \( a = C_d(t_f) - C_d(t_p) \), with a fraction \( f \) of them being “free” everyday) and \( b \) is the number of commuters always using the bottleneck (e.g. \( b = C_d(t_p) \), we can determine the total number of commuters using the bottleneck, \( n_1 \) and the number of “free” commuters, \( n_2 \), as: \( n_1 = af + b \) and \( n_2 = (a + b)f \). Substituting the values of \( a \) and \( b \) as a function of the demand curve \( C_d(\cdot) \) and observing that \( t_f = n_2eL/(e + L) \) and, \( t_p = n_1eL/(e + L) \) (Figure 8), we obtain the Eqs.(12-13).
Figure 9: Elastic demand - The commuters are ordered according to their willingness to pay.

\[ fC_d(t_f) = t_f(e + L)/eL \]  

(13)

Once \( t_f \) and \( t_p \) have been determined, we know \( n_1 \) and \( n_2 \) (see Figure 8)). Therefore the points F, A, C and M of Figure 8 are also known. Finally to complete Figure 8 and make the paying commuters be in equilibrium, we need to choose a toll rate \( \tau \). such that (Eqs. (5-6)) are satisfied: i.e.:

\[ a^{iii} = \frac{1}{1 + \tau - e} \]  

(for segment AE)

\[ a^{iv} = \frac{1}{1 + L - \tau} \]  

(for segment CN)

This selection identifies points E and N. The beginning of the time window, \( W_B \), is determined as the abscissa of the departure curve at the point G which is level with E (see Figure 8). The same logic applies to determine the end of the time window, \( W_E \). As in the previous chapters, the “paying” commuters will depart in the two extreme queuing episodes and the “free” commuters will depart in the middle
queuing episode (This fact derives from properties (i)-(v) and from the choice of the
toll rate, \( \tau \), according to Eqs.(5-6).

Having established that an equilibrium as in Figure 8 can be obtained, one has to
check if it is Pareto improving. To this end, one can identify three sets of commuters:
\([n_0, n_f], [n_p, n_0], [0, n_p]\) (see Figure 9). The necessary conditions for the savings can
be obtained as:

(a) Commuters from positions \( n_0 \) to \( n_f \): these commuters certainly will be better
off with the strategy’s application. Because once the strategy is applied they will
be using the bottleneck at least when classified as “free” (prior to the strategy’s
application these commuters were never using the bottleneck as their willingness to
pay was lower than \( t_0 \)).

(b) Commuters from positions \( n_p \) to \( n_0 \): these commuters will be better off if
their benefits surpluses with the strategy, \( S_{i}, \) (i.e. \( S_{i}=f(t_i-t_f) \), for \( i \in [n_p, n_0] \))
are greater than their benefits surpluses prior to the strategy’s, \( S_{0}, \) (i.e. \( S_{0}=t_i-t_0, \) for \( i \in [n_p, n_0] \)). Thus, for a Pareto Improving solution one must have positive savings:
\( S_{i} - S_{0} \geq 0, \) or: \( f \geq (t_i-t_0)/(t_i-t_f) \). As the right hand side of the previous inequality
has a maximum value when \( t_i \) is closer to \( t_p \) (\( t_i \to t_p \)), we obtain:

\[
f \geq \frac{t_p - t_0}{t_p - t_f} \quad \text{(Necessary Condition for Pareto Improving)} \quad (14)
\]

(c) Commuters from positions \( 0 \) to \( n_p \): it can be shown that these commuters
will be better off if the same necessary condition Eq.(14) is satisfied \(^{12}\).

\(^{12}\)Similar to the case (ii) these commuters will be better off, if their savings once the strategy is
applied \((S_{i}=f(t_i-t_f)+(1-f)(t_i-t_p))\), for \( i \in [0, n_p] \) are greater than their savings prior to the
strategy’s application \((S_{0}=t_i-t_0, \) for \( i \in [0, n_p] \)). Then for a Pareto Improving solution one must have: \( S_{i} - S_{0} \geq 0 \) and the results follow.
One can see that the proposed strategy can be introduced gradually, starting with a small percentage of paying commuters. The next section extends the analytical analysis for the heterogeneous commuters where they have different values of time ("rich" and "poor" commuters).
3.3 Heterogeneous Commuters - Different Values of Time

This section addresses the case of a population of commuters with different values of time. The commuters are otherwise identical (as in Section 2.2).

To solve analytically this problem, we assume the existence of two classes of commuters, one with high values of time and another one with low values of time. In this research, the commuters with low values of time are considered to be the “poor” ones, and the commuters with high values of time, the “rich” ones. For this scenario, when a “toll” with rate $\tau$ is applied inside a time window, $[W_B, W_E]$, the toll penalty in units of queuing time for a “paying” commuter $i$ departing inside the time window depends on whether the commuter is rich or poor. The penalty is given by:

$$
\text{Toll Penalty} = \begin{cases} 
\tau_1 \min[T_d - W_B, W_E - T_d] & (\text{for “poor” commuters}) \\
\tau_2 \min[T_d - W_B, W_E - T_d] & (\text{for “rich” commuters}) 
\end{cases}
$$

(15)

where $\tau_1 = \alpha_1 \tau$, $\tau_2 = \alpha_2 \tau$, and $\alpha_i$ ($i=1,2$) is the toll conversion rate for the two commuter types. Note that the $\alpha_i$’s are the reciprocal of the values of (queuing) time and that therefore must satisfy: $\alpha_1 > \alpha_2$\(^{13}\).

Before the strategy’s application, since money is not an issue, the equilibrium is still as in Section 1.2, Figure 1a. We want to show there is a combination of parameters ($f, \tau, [W_B, W_E]$) achieving the equilibrium of Figure 10. This equilibrium has the following properties:

(i) the departure curve is the same as the original (Figure 1a) without the controls:

---

\(^{13}\)For an infinite ($n$) number of classes of commuters, the commuters could be ordered from the “poorest” commuter to the “richest” one, e.g. with: $\alpha_1 > \alpha_2 > \alpha_3 > ... > \alpha_{n-1} > \alpha_n$, being the $n_{th}$ commuter the “richest” commuter.
Figure 10: Equilibrium pattern of arrivals with the proposed strategy: commuters with different values of time.

(ii) the arrival curve exhibits three distinct queuing episodes and the middle queuing episode is geometrically similar to the original one (before the control);

(iii) the maximum delay in the first and third queuing episodes is experienced by the users departing at the edges of the time window;

(iv) all the free commuters depart in the middle queuing episode and all the paying commuters in the first and third queuing episodes;
(v) "poor" paying commuters avoid the toll by not passing through the bottleneck inside the time window.

Therefore, as in the previous cases, the slopes $a^i$ (for segments FE and AD) and $a^{ii}$ (for segments DC and NM) are fixed and given by Eqs.(3-4). It is also clear that once more the "free" commuters will be in equilibrium in the middle queuing episode (since it is geometrically similar to the queuing triangle before the strategy's application).

Now, we show that it is possible to choose the parameters of the strategy to ensure that:

(a) the "poor" paying commuters are in equilibrium while departing in the first and third queuing episodes, and outside the time window and:

(b) the "rich" paying commuters are in equilibrium departing in the first and third queuing episodes.

Since the departure curve does not change position, the points F and M have already been determined. Furthermore, once one chooses $f \in [0, 1]$ the points A and C are also determined. Then, to make the paying commuters be in equilibrium (as described in Figure 10), the toll rate $\tau$ must be such that:

\[
0 < a^{ii} = \frac{1}{1 + \tau_2 - e} < 1 \quad \text{(for segment AE)} \tag{16}
\]

\[
a^{iw} > \frac{1}{1 + L - \tau_2} > 1 \quad \text{(for segment CN)} \tag{17}
\]

which implies that $L/\alpha_2 < \tau < (L + 1)/\alpha_2$, as: $\tau_2 = \alpha_2 \tau$.

The intersection of FE and AE determines the break in the arrival curve, and a corresponding point in the departure curve. G. The abscissa of this point is the beginning of the time window $W_B$. The same construction determines $W_E$. 

As the values of the slopes for the lines AE and CN satisfy Eqs.(16-17), we can see that the equilibrium obtained will be the one described in Figure 10, with no “poor” paying commuters departing inside the time window.

Finally, to obtain the equilibrium described in Figure 10, the number of “rich” paying commuters available to depart in the first and the last queuing episodes must be enough to fill at least the positions spanned by the lines AE and CN. These amounts of rich paying commuters can be determined from the geometry of the curves as: (1) \((1-f)z/\tau_2\) for the positions spanned by the line AE in the first queuing episode\(^{14}\), and (2) an identical amount for the third queuing episode. Therefore, as the available positions are \(2(1-f)z/\tau_2\) and this number must equal or not exceed \((1-f)n_{\text{rich}}\) (with \(n_{\text{rich}}\) being the total number of “rich” commuters in the population):

\[
n_{\text{rich}} \geq \frac{2z}{\tau_2}
\]

Since we stipulated that \(\tau_2 = \alpha_2 \tau < (L + 1)\) (see Eqs.(16-17)), a value of \(\tau\) satisfying (18) can be found if \(n_{\text{rich}}\) satisfies:

\[
n_{\text{rich}} \geq \frac{2z}{L + 1}
\]

If the number of rich commuters is so low that Eq.(18) cannot be satisfied, this may suggest that some other kind of equilibrium should be pursued. Whether if Pareto improving can still be obtained we do not known, but as the commuters still have some flexibility with the proposed strategy, one could expect a more equitable distribution of gains and losses. The appendix A extends this analysis to show that it is possible to obtain a Pareto improving solution if a similar strategy is applied for more than two classes of commuters. These chapters have shown that it is possible to obtain a Pareto improving solution for the heterogeneous scenario (with only one

---

\(^{14}\)This solution can be derived from the geometry of Figure 10, as \(1/(1-e) = FG/(FG-EG)\), \(1/(1+\tau_2-e) = EA/(EA+EG)\). As \(EA+EF = (1-f)x\), the result just follows. The same logic can be applied for the positions spanned by the line CN.
dimension of the commuters varying). It is encouraging as in the next chapter we will study the general case.
4 HETEROGENEOUS COMMUTERS - GENERAL CASE

This section presents the results obtained for the general scenario in which the commuters have different desired deadlines. different values of time and different willingness to pay. It is not easy to obtain the results analytically, therefore we applied a simulation to obtain the make the analysis. Section 4.1 describes the simulation framework applied to study the day-to-day dynamics of the present research, and Section 4.2 presents the results.

4.1 Simulation Framework

We assume that there is a population of commuters who repeat their decisions everyday. They choose their arrival time at the bottleneck based on their historical perception of the system. For the very first run of the simulation (representing the first day), we assume somewhat arbitrarily that only the commuters willing to pay more than a "standard" cost. use the bottleneck and, that they all have the same arrival time. Thus the first cumulative arrival curve, $A_1(t)$, is determined in this way. The rules of the bottleneck also yield the first cumulative departure curve, $D_1(t)$. For the second day, all the commuters are assumed to make their travel decisions based on these first two curves. Each commuter first calculates the arrival time which would have minimized his total cost, given curves $A_1(t)$ and $D_1(t)$. (S)he is then assumed to arrive at this time on day 2, but only if this minimum cost is lower than the commuter's willingness to pay. Once the new arrival and departure times for all the commuters have been determined in this way, we can construct the new cumulative arrival and departure curves for day 2, $A_2(t)$ and $D_2(t)$.

---

15This cost $z$ is the equilibrium cost obtained if the commuters were identical (Section 1.2) given by: $z = neL/(e + L)$, where $n$ is the total number of commuters in the population.
For days \( i = 3, 4, \ldots \), the process is repeated, but instead of using the curves of the previous days, the commuter is assumed to base her/his decision on perceived curves \( A_i^p(t) \) and \( D_i^p(t) \) that incorporates the system's past history as follows:

\[
A_i^p(t) = A_i(t) \quad \text{(20)}
\]

\[
D_i^p(t) = D_i(t) \quad \text{(21)}
\]

\[
A_i^p(t) = \alpha A_{i-1}^p(t) + (1 - \alpha) A_i(t) \quad \text{for } i \geq 2 \quad \text{(22)}
\]

\[
D_i^p(t) = \alpha D_{i-1}^p(t) + (1 - \alpha) D_i(t) \quad \text{for } i \geq 2 \quad \text{(23)}
\]

where \( \alpha \in [0, 1] \). As one can see, Eqs.(20-23) are "smoothing" out the differences between the cumulative arrival and departure curves from one iteration of the simulation to the next. Note that all the commuters base their decisions on the same perceptions.

In our simulation, commuters change their arrival time only if the calculated cost based on these perceptions is smaller than the cost they experienced on the last day. In order to avoid unreasonably frequent changes in the commuter's arrival times: e.g. if they would improve the commuter's cost only by just a very low amount, we introduce randomness borrowing some ideas from the field of "simulated annealing"\(^{16}\). If a commuter observed that his new possible arrival time has a lower cost than his most recent one, we then calculate an annealing probability, \( p_{\text{anneal}} \)^{17}. The commuter will change his arrival time if after drawing a uniform random number \( u \ (u \in [0, 1]) \), we find that \( u \leq p_{\text{anneal}} \).

\(^{16}\)Another important method implemented in the simulation framework is the "simulated annealing" one, being a method that has attracted significant attention as suitable for optimization or simulation problems of large scale (see Kirkpatrick et all. 1983; Otten and van Ginneken, 1989; Press et al., 1994). The essence of the process is "slow cooling, allowing ample time for redistribution of the atoms as they lose mobility". This is the technical definition of annealing, and it is essential for ensuring that a low energy state will be achieved. Following, we describe how the simulation annealing is applied in this research.

\(^{17}\)The annealing probability is a function of the improvement in cost and the value of the present run. Thus, if the improvement in cost is "high" and the present iteration has a "low" value (i.e. we are at the beginning of the simulation) the probability will have a large value.
4 HETEROGENEOUS COMMUTERS - GENERAL CASE

We expected that after a sufficiently large number of iterations (i.e. days), the system could converge to an equilibrium. Then, we could compare the new and the initial costs (before the strategy’s application), for each and every commuter to see if a Pareto improving solution was obtained. Appendix B presents the flowchart of the simulation and the source code.

4.2 Simulation Results

First, we checked if the simulation would converge to an equilibrium solution for a case where the equilibrium is known. We chose for this test the case of Figure 1b where the commuters differ only with respect to their desired deadline. The initial arrival curve, $A_1(t)$, was obtained assuming all the commuters (the ones willing to pay more than $z$) arriving at time 0 (zero). From $A_1(t)$, we determined the first cumulative departure curve, $D_1(t)$. For this first case, we must say that the problem took a large number of iterations to achieve the equilibrium\(^{18}\). We observed the system to be quite unstable because as the commuters differ only according to their desired deadline, the commuters would take very “similar” decisions (they would choose basically the same arrival time to minimize their costs). Even tough there is this stability issue, Figure 11 shows that the simulation results eventually approached the expected theoretical equilibrium. We would expect this problem to diminish when the commuters disagree in more than one of their characteristics, which should be the case for the heterogeneous population we are about to study\(^{19}\).

The simulation was then used to study the day-to-day dynamics of the commuters when the proposed strategy is implemented. It was assumed that a population of 160 commuters could use the bottleneck everyday, with these commuters having different desired deadlines, different values of time and different willingness to pay.

\(^{18}\) In our example, it took 92,250 (!!!) iterations to achieve the equilibrium for an $\alpha=0.65$.

\(^{19}\) As the differences among the commuters increase, their decisions will differ even more.
Figure 11: Equilibrium obtained with the simulation framework - "do-nothing" strategy.

Having obtained the equilibrium without applying any strategy (Figure 11), the pure pricing scheme was then studied (with all the commuters classified as "paying": \( f = 0 \)). For this problem, the results (given in Figure 12) show that even tough more commuters decided to use the bottleneck once the "pure" pricing policy was implemented\(^{20}\), the most of the commuters who became better off were the ones with "low" values of money (the "rich" commuters). Figure 12 also presents very intuitive results as the most commuters who are worse off are the "poor" commuters for whom the trip was not very important (the ones who have "low" willingness to pay).

\(^{20}\)Before the application of the strategy there were 90 commuters using the bottleneck, and after its application, 128 commuters.
Figure 12: Application of the strategy (pure pricing, \( f = 0 \)): commuters better off (+): commuters worse-off (o).

Next, the scenario where half of the commuters were classified as "free" (\( f = 0.5 \) in our strategy) was studied. For this problem, the results (see Figure 13) show that the most of the commuters who became better off were the ones with "high" willingness to pay, e.g. the commuters for whom the trip was important. Therefore, from our results we can conclude the proposed strategy to be a more equitable scheme than the pure pricing policy.

Further comparisons of the two schemes (\( f = 0 \) and \( f = 0.5 \)) are described in Figure 14, where it becomes clear the superiority of the results obtained with the strategy's application. Even tough we did not obtain a Pareto improving solution for the example just described, it does not mean it can not be obtained. If one chooses different values for the parameters when applying the simulation, making for instance
Figure 13: Application of the strategy ($f=0.5$): commuters better off (+); commuters worse-off (o).

If $f$ close to 1 (almost all the commuters are classified as "free"), maybe better results could have been obtained, e.g. almost or even all the commuters could be better off. Certainly, these are issues to be addressed in the future.
Figure 14: Distribution of the commuters: Change in cost.
5 Conclusions

The final chapter contains a summary of the research and an outline of some areas for further research.

5.1 Summary

This dissertation describes a more equitable strategy for the time-dependent morning commute problem. The first section contained a description of the problem. It presented the background and the literature review for the problem in study. It also explained why the existing schemes did not achieve any "real" monetary gains for the commuters, as what the users of the bottleneck save in queuing time, they pay in the form of tolls.

Chapter 2 offered a detailed description of the proposed strategy. It explained the tolling scheme and it also described some examples of its implementation. The simplicity of the proposed strategy suggests it can be easily implemented. The following chapters presented the results obtained with the strategy. The insights gained from the studies of the simpler scenarios were applied to the more complicated ones.

The proposed strategy made all the commuters better off for the simplest case, in which all the commuters were identical. For this case, a maximum of 25% of savings can be obtained for each commuter. This is a remarkable result as the proposed strategy benefited all the commuters even without returning the collected revenues to the payers.

Analytical results were also obtained for these cases simplified where the commuters could differ in 1 dimension only; e.g. they could have either different desired deadlines or, different values of time or, different willingness to pay. The equilib-
ria obtained with the strategy for each of these cases were described. Necessary conditions for the existence of a Pareto improving solution were also presented.

Finally, the research described a simulation framework to solve a general scenario, where commuters had *different* desired deadlines, *different* values of time and *different* willingness to pay. The results obtained suggest that the proposed strategy obtains a more equitable solution than existing schemes, such as "pure" pricing. Even tough a Pareto improving solution was not obtained for this general case, further analysis should be made before drawing definite conclusions.

### 5.2 Areas of Further Research

One of the main problems with congestion management is its implementation. It would be important to address how to implement the proposed strategy gradually. Once each strategy's step was implemented, can we fine tune the parameters of the strategy according to the commuters' reaction.

The present research could be extended to determine if a few exemptions should be given to the commuters, as some of them would probably use the bottleneck only during few days of the year (*i.e.* due to some medical emergency, for instance). One could also investigate how many exemptions should be given for each commuter if a Pareto improving solution was to be achieved. This exemption approach could make easier for some commuters to accept the strategy\(^{21}\).

The strategy could also be combined with the use of High-Occupancy-Vehicle lanes (*e.g.* HOV lanes). As in the proposed strategy the toll charged can be quite high, some commuters could be willing to use the HOV lanes when classified as

\(^{21}\)The commuters would know that even if they passed through the bottleneck when classified as "paying", and during the toll's application, they would "not" necessarily have to pay the toll. as they could use one of their exemptions.
“paying”. Section 4.2 also showed the proposed strategy to obtain a more equitable solution than existing schemes, like “pure” pricing. One could try to determine if there is a set of the proposed strategy’s parameters \((f, \tau, [W_B, W_E])\) that makes all the commuters better off.

It was also assumed that there is a linear dependence on time and money for each commuter’s utility. One should relax this assumption and see if a Pareto improving solution could still be obtained.

Concluding this research, we observe that the costs related to traffic congestion are becoming unbearable. New ideas have and must be developed to alleviate the negative effects of this increase in congestion costs. We hope that this research can become a valuable step in that direction.
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Appendix A -n classes of Values of Time

This appendix extends the analysis of Section 3.3 allowing the “poor” paying commuters to depart inside the time window and, it also describes the equilibrium for n classes of commuters (i.e. not only for two classes of commuters, “poor” and “rich”). It describes the equilibrium obtained if one uses multiple toll rates, having two time windows: \([W_{B1}, W_{E1}],[W_{B2}, W_{E2}]\) with the toll rate changing in the intervals: \([W_{B1}, W_{B2}],[W_{B2}, W_{E2}],[W_{E2}, W_{E1}]\).

Therefore, as in the previous cases, the slopes \(a^i\) (for segments FE and AD) and \(a^{ii}\) (for segments DC and NM) are fixed and given by Eqs.(3-4). It is also clear that the “free” commuters will be in equilibrium in the middle queuing episode (since it is geometrically similar to the queuing triangle before the strategy’s application).

We shall show to be possible to choose the parameters of the strategy to ensure that:

(a) “rich” and “poor” paying commuters depart before the same desired deadline (making two queuing episodes).

(b) “rich” and “poor” paying commuters depart after the same desired deadline (making two more queuing episodes).

Since the departure curve does not change position, the points F and M have already been determined (the demand is inelastic). Furthermore, choosing \(f \in [0, 1]\) the points A and C are also determined. Thus, to obtain the equilibrium pattern of Figure 15), the toll rate \(\tau\) must be such that:

(I) for the first queuing episode, the toll rate \(\tau_I\), satisfies:

\[
\frac{e}{\alpha_1} < \tau_I < \frac{e}{\alpha_2} \quad \text{for } [W_{B1}, W_{B2}] \tag{24}
\]

(II) for the second queuing episode, the toll rate \(\tau_{II}\), satisfies:

\[
\frac{L}{\alpha_2} < \tau_{II} < \frac{L + 1}{\alpha_2} \quad \text{for } [W_{B2}, W_{E2}] \tag{25}
\]

(III) for the third queuing episode, the toll rate \(\tau_{III}\), satisfies:

\[
\frac{L}{\alpha_1} < \tau_{III} < \min\left[\frac{L}{\alpha_2}, \frac{1 + L}{\alpha_1}\right] \quad \text{for } [W_{E2}, W_{E1}] \tag{26}
\]

Therefore, the toll with the highest rate must be charged in the middle interval \([W_{B2}, W_{E2}]\) where a fraction of the “rich” paying commuters depart.
Figure 15: Equilibrium pattern of arrivals with the proposed strategy: commuters (n classes) with different values of time.

To obtain the equilibrium described in Figure 15, one must choose $f$, and as the departure curve does not change and the demand is inelastic, the points F, A, C and M are determined. Then, choose the toll rates $\tau_I, \tau_{II}, \tau_{III}$, satisfying the Eqs.(24-26). Knowing how many commuters exist in each class, one can determine the points $E_2$ and $C_2$ (see Figure 15), applying the same logic of Section 3.3). Finally, determine the points $E_1$ and $C_1$ applying the slopes as given in Figure 15 and the breaks in the arrival curve determined (obtaining $W_{B2}$ and $W_{E2}$). Similarly, one can determine the points $E_2$ and $C_2$ and, then $W_{B1}$ and $W_{E1}$.

The derivation above can be generalized for n classes of commuters, where now there will be, $2n - 1$ queuing episodes, with the following intervals: $[W_{B1}, W_{B2}]$, $[W_{B2}, W_{B3}]$, ..., $[W_{Bn-1}, W_{Bn}]$, $[W_{Bn}, W_{En}]$, $[W_{En}, W_{En-1}]$, ..., $[W_{E2}, W_{E1}]$, and the
slopes satisfy similar constraints to Eqs.(24-26):

\[
\frac{e}{\alpha_1} < \tau_I < \frac{e}{\alpha_2} \quad \text{for} \ [W_{B1}, W_{B2}]
\]

\[
\frac{e}{\alpha_2} < \tau_{II} < \frac{e}{\alpha_3} \quad \text{for} \ [W_{B2}, W_{B3}] \ldots
\]

\[
\frac{e}{\alpha_{n-1}} < \tau_{n-1} < \frac{e}{\alpha_n} \quad \text{for} \ [W_{B(n-1)}, W_{Bn}]
\]

\[
\frac{L}{\alpha_n} < \tau_n < \frac{L + 1}{\alpha_n} \quad \text{for} \ [W_{B(n)}, W_{E(n)}]
\]

\[
\frac{L}{\alpha_{n-1}} < \tau_n < \min\left[\frac{L}{\alpha_n}, \frac{1+L}{\alpha_{n-1}}\right] \quad \text{for} \ [W_{E(n)}, W_{E(n-1)}] \ldots
\]

\[
\frac{L}{\alpha_1} < \tau_{2n-1} < \min\left[\frac{L}{\alpha_2}, \frac{1+L}{\alpha_1}\right] \quad \text{for} \ [W_{E2}, W_{E1}]
\]
Therefore, it would be possible to charge a toll for an infinite number of classes where the queuing episodes for the "paying" commuters could be completely eliminated, with the "paying" commuters being charged an equivalent amount of toll for that.

The total savings for this new strategy would be given by Figure 16 with the commuters ordered from the "poorest" (lowest savings) to the "richest" (highest savings) (before the strategy's application all the commuters had the same cost: \( C = z = neL/(e + L) \)).
Appendix B - Algorithm and Source Code (C++)

This appendix presents the flowchart of the simulation (Figure 17) and the source code (C++).

Figure 17: Flowchart for the simulation.
#include <iostream.h>
#include <cmath>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <string.h>
#include <numeric>
#include <functional>
#include <fstream.h>
#include <iostream.h>
#include <math.h>
#include <time.h>

const int toll_func = 2;  // IF IT IS 2, FOR INSTANCE, IT IS THE USUAL ONE,
  // JUST ONE TIME WINDOW
const int read_file_id=1;  // TO START A NEW FILE READING IT FROM THE BEGINING:
  // POSITION, ARRIVAL TIME, DEPARTURE TIME
  // AND DESIRED DEPARTURE TIME. IF
  // IT IS ZERO, DO NOT READ IF 1, READ IT.
const int read_file_idE=0;
const int read_file_idF=0;
const int read_file_idG=0;
const int read_file_idH=0;
const int read_file_id_total_cost=0;
const int past = 2;
const int MAX=10000;
const int MAX_uniform = 3;  // IT HAS TO BE AN ODD NUMBER
const int MAX_VAR = 10;  // THE MAXIMUM SIZE OF THE VARIABLES TO BE
  // READ FROM A FILE INPUT - FOR 159 COMMUTERS

const int parameterdim = 80;  // 80% free - num. =4 and den. =5
const int simulations=9;  // BEFORE WAS 9500
const int LIMCOMB = 20;
const int LIMITDO=1;  // FOR 160 COMMUTERS
const int alfa_annealing=0.5;
const double fraction_of_rich=0.5;
const double T0 = 1;
const double alfa_power = 0.35;
const double ppf1 = 0.5;
const double p_f2 = 900;
const double alfa = 45;  // ADDED AT 12/AUG/1999
const double alfaI=1000000;
const int type_toll = 2;            // that's the one, with two time windows.
const double alfa_time = 0.65;
const double beta_time = 0.35;
class commuters
{
  public:
  double arriv_position;
  double arrival_time;  // MAYBE I WILL NEED ARRIVAL TIME FREE AND PAYING AND ALSO,
  double arr_time;
  int better_off;
  double departure_time;  // DEPARTURE TIME FREE AND PAYING
  double dep_time;
  double des_time;
  double com_cost;
  double com_toll_cost;
  double com_paying;
  double com_free;
  double total_cost;
  double initial_cost;
  double willingness_to_pay;
  double differ_value_of_time;
  int pos_cases;
  int updateddeparture;
  int use_bottleneck;
  commuters * next;
};

class timesarrdep
{
  public:
  int arrivint_position;
  double arr_time;
  double dep_time;
  timesarrdep * next;
};

class function_toll
{
  public:
  double first_value;
  double sec_value;
  double value;
  function_toll * next;
};

double Cost(double A_t, double D_t, double Des_t, double e_rate, double l_rate,
            double W_E1, double W_E2);
double C_toll(double f, double val_of_time, double D_t, double a_rate,
double t_rate1, double t_rate2, double W_B1, double W_B2, double W_E1,
double W_E2, function_toll *v_toll_start, function_toll *v_toll_point,
function_toll *v_toll_prior, int np);

double F_prob(double c1, double c2, int sim, int runs_f, double pf1, double z);
double F_probability (int type, int runsf, double cost1, double cost2);

void main()
{
    int count, count_last_willing, count_position, count_toll_funct;
    int demand_elastic, i, j, n_numerator, n_denominator, first;
    int dif_desired, dif_value_of_time, standardrun;

    // THE SLOPE OF THE DESIRED DEADLINE CURVE: w
    double w, storetotal_read, storeB, storeA_read;
    double storeA1_read, storeA2_read, storeB_read;
    double storeC_read, storeD_read, storeE_read;
    double storeF_read, storeG_read, storeG1_read;
    double storeH_read, storeI_read;
    int read_file=1;
    int countruns=0;
    double auxarrvector[MAX_uniform];
    double auxdepvector[MAX_uniform];
    double auxarr_min, auxdep_min;
    double a_time[MAX*2], d_time[MAX*2];
    double arr_toll[MAX_uniform];
    double nauxcostpay_per_time;
    double nauxcostfree_per_time;
    double auxifree_per_time_min, auxipay_per_time_min;
    double n_random;
    long double y;
    double x;
    double limitdo=1.0;
    double p_f1 = 300000; // ADDED AT 12/AUG/1999
    double f_probconv, zaux;
    function_toll * vector_toll_start, * vector_toll_prior, * vector_toll_point;
    double auxarr1,auxdep1;
    double user_probailty;
    double x0;
    double y0;
    int count_time;

    int jji, countjji, ctype;
    int changecml, changecom2, change_commuter_2;
    double auxi_max;
    double f;
    double depvector[MAX];
    int start;
    timesarrdep * time_vector_start[simulations];
timesarrdep * time_vector_point[MAX/LIMITD0+1];
timesarrdep * time_vector_prior[simulations];

ofstream fout1("200159_geral4_ctb99.txt");
endl;
if (read_file == 0) // 03/AUG/1999
{ // 03/AUG/1999

cout << "Enter the value for n_numerator " << endl;
    cin >> n_numerator;

cout << "Enter the value for n_denominator " << endl;
    cin >> n_denominator;

cout << "Enter the value for f " << endl;
    cin >> f;

cout << " Do you want Linear (1) or Exponential (2) " << endl;
    cin >> ctype;
}
else // 03/AUG/1999
{ // 03/AUG/1999

ifstream file_in("c:\Program Files\Microsoft Visual Studio\MyProjects\10Aug99/
fileinp2_159.txt", ios::in);
if (!file_in)
{
cerr << "File could not be opened." << endl;
exit(1);
}

cout << "this program shows file handling.\n\n";

while(file_in >> n_numerator >> n_denominator >> f >> ctype >> dif_desired >>
dif_value_of_time >> demand_elastic >> w >> standardrun)

fout1 << n_numerator " --- " << n_denominator << endl;
fout1 << f " --- " << ctype " --- " << dif_desired << endl;
fout1 "---" << dif_value_of_time << endl;
fout1 << w " --- " << standardrun << endl;

}

commuters *pos_pointer_caspoint[MAX/parameterdim],*pos_pointer_casstart[LIMCOMB];
commuters *pos_pointer_casprior[LIMCOMB];
count=0;
BEGINNING OF if f==1
*****************************************************************************
if(f==1)
{
    pos_pointer_casstart[count] = new commuters;
    if (pos_pointer_casstart[count] == NULL)
    {
        cout << "Insufficient Memory - Program terminating \n";
        // break;
    }
    else
    {
        cout << "Memory Allocated.\n";
        first =0;
        pos_pointer_casstart[count] -> pos_cases=1;
        pos_pointer_casstart[count] -> next = NULL;
        pos_pointer_casprior[count] = pos_pointer_casstart[count];
    }

    for (int i=1;i<=(n_denominator-1);i++)
    {
        pos_pointer_caspoint[count] = new commuters;
        pos_pointer_caspoint[count] -> pos_cases=i;
        pos_pointer_casprior[count] -> next = pos_pointer_caspoint[count];
        pos_pointer_caspoint[count] -> next = NULL;
        pos_pointer_casprior[count] = pos_pointer_caspoint[count];
    }
}
*****************************************************************************
END OF if f==1
*****************************************************************************
else
{
    
BEGINNING OF if f==0
*****************************************************************************
if (f==0)
{
    pos_pointer_casstart[count] = new commuters;
    if (pos_pointer_casstart[count] == NULL)
    {
        cout << "Insufficient Memory - Program terminating \n";
        //break;
    }
    else
    {
        cout << "Memory Allocated.\n";
        first =0;
        pos_pointer_casstart[count] -> pos_cases=1;
        pos_pointer_casstart[count] -> next = NULL;
        pos_pointer_casprior[count] = pos_pointer_casstart[count];

    }

    for (int i=1;i<=(n_denominator-1);i++)
    {
        pos_pointer_caspoint[count] = new commuters;
        pos_pointer_caspoint[count] -> pos_cases=i;
        pos_pointer_casprior[count] -> next = pos_pointer_caspoint[count];
        pos_pointer_caspoint[count] -> next = NULL;
        pos_pointer_casprior[count] = pos_pointer_caspoint[count];
    }
}
*****************************************************************************
END OF if f==0
*****************************************************************************


```cpp
}
else
{
  cout << "Memory Allocated.\n";
  first = 0;
  pos_pointer_casstart[count] = pos_cases = 0;
  pos_pointer_casstart[count] = next = NULL;
  pos_pointer_casprior[count] = pos_pointer_casstart[count];
}

for (int i=1;i<=n_denominator-1;i++)
{
  pos_pointer_caspoint[count] = new commuters;
  pos_pointer_caspoint[count] = pos_cases = 0;
  pos_pointer_casprior[count] = next = pos_pointer_caspoint[count];

  pos_pointer_caspoint[count] = next = NULL;
  pos_pointer_casprior[count] = pos_pointer_caspoint[count];
}

/***************************************************************************/
* END OF if f==0
***************************************************************************/
else
{

/***************************************************************************/
* BEGINING OF if 0<f<1
***************************************************************************/

/***************************************************************************/
* BEGINING OF DETAIL 1: OBSERVE THAT
* THERE IS ALWAYS A START POINTER. THAT'S WHY
* THE POINTER "POINT" GOES ALWAYS FROM 1
* (OBSERVE THE VALUES OF i IN THE FOR LOOPS
* TO A RESPECTIVE VALUE
***************************************************************************/

do
{
  pos_pointer_casstart[count] = new commuters;
  if (pos_pointer_casstart[count] == NULL)
  {
    cout << "Insufficient Memory - Program terminating \n";
    break;
  }
else
```
```cpp
{ 
    cout << "Memory Allocated.\n";
    first = 0;
    if (count==n_numerator) pos_pointer_casstart[count] -> pos_cases=0;
    else pos_pointer_casstart[count] -> pos_cases=1;
    //pos_pointer_casstart[count] -> pos_cases=1;
    pos_pointer_casstart[count] -> next = NULL;
    pos_pointer_casprior[count] = pos_pointer_casstart[count];
}
    cout << "the value of f test i2 is " << f << endl;
for (i=1; i<=(n_numerator-count-1); i++)
{

    pos_pointer_caspoint[count] = new commuters;
    pos_pointer_caspoint[count] -> pos_cases=1;
    pos_pointer_casprior[count] -> next = pos_pointer_caspoint[count];

    pos_pointer_caspoint[count] -> next = NULL;
    pos_pointer_casprior[count] = pos_pointer_caspoint[count];
}
    //if (count==n_numerator) i=0;
    /* In order to do not go in the next if statement:
        (a) It has to be the last one and;
        (b) It has to be only one possible paying.
    */
if (count != n_numerator)
{
    for (j=i; j<=(i+n_denominator-n_numerator-1); j++)
    {
        pos_pointer_caspoint[count] = new commuters;
        pos_pointer_caspoint[count] -> pos_cases=0;
        pos_pointer_casprior[count] -> next = pos_pointer_caspoint[count];

        pos_pointer_caspoint[count] -> next = NULL;
        pos_pointer_casprior[count] = pos_pointer_caspoint[count];
    }
}
if (count==n_numerator)
{
    if (((n_denominator-n_numerator)>1))
    {
        for (j=i; j<=(i+n_denominator-n_numerator-2); j++)
        {
            pos_pointer_caspoint[count] = new commuters;
            pos_pointer_caspoint[count] -> pos_cases=0;
            pos_pointer_casprior[count] -> next = pos_pointer_caspoint[count];
        }
    }
}
```
pos_pointer_caspoint[count] -> next = NULL;
pos_pointer_casprior[count] = pos_pointer_caspoint[count];
}
}
else j=i;
}

cout << "the value of f is " << f << endl;
for (i=j; i<=(n_denominator-1); i++)
{
pos_pointer_caspoint[count] = new commuters;
pos_pointer_caspoint[count] -> pos_cases=1;
pos_pointer_casprior[count] -> next = pos_pointer_caspoint[count];

pos_pointer_caspoint[count] -> next = NULL;
pos_pointer_casprior[count] = pos_pointer_caspoint[count];
}
count++;
while(count <=n_numerator);

/**
 * EXEMPLARY THE CASE FOR 2 OUT OF 5
 * (MEANING 2 FREE OUT OF 5 DAYS)
 * AS SAID ABOVE, UNTIL HERE, THE CASES OF
 * 11000, 10001, 00011 ARE OBTAINED.
 * NEXT THE CASES OF: 00110, 01100 ARE SOLVED.
 **********************************************************/

int pay_final_position = n_denominator-n_numerator-1;

while(count<=n_denominator-1)
{
pos_pointer_casstart[count] = new commuters;
if (pos_pointer_casstart[count] == NULL)
{
cout << "Insufficient Memory - Program terminating \n";
break;
}
else
{
cout << "Memory Allocated.\n";
first =0;
pos_pointer_casstart[count] -> pos_cases=0;
pos_pointer_casstart[count] -> next = NULL;
pos_pointer_casprior[count] = pos_pointer_casstart[count];
}
for (i=1; i<=(pay_final_position-1); i++)
{
    pos_pointer_caspoint[count] = new commuters;
    pos_pointer_caspoint[count] -> pos_cases=0;
    pos_pointer_casprior[count] -> next = pos_pointer_caspoint[count];
    pos_pointer_caspoint[count] -> next = NULL;
    pos_pointer_casprior[count] = pos_pointer_caspoint[count];
}

for (j=i; j<=(i+n_numerator-1); j++)
{
    pos_pointer_caspoint[count] = new commuters;
    pos_pointer_caspoint[count] -> pos_cases=1;
    pos_pointer_casprior[count] -> next = pos_pointer_caspoint[count];
    pos_pointer_caspoint[count] -> next = NULL;
    pos_pointer_casprior[count] = pos_pointer_caspoint[count];
}

for (i=j; i<=(n_denominator-1); i++)
{
    pos_pointer_caspoint[count] = new commuters;
    pos_pointer_caspoint[count] -> pos_cases=0;
    pos_pointer_casprior[count] -> next = pos_pointer_caspoint[count];
    pos_pointer_caspoint[count] -> next = NULL;
    pos_pointer_casprior[count] = pos_pointer_caspoint[count];
}

pay_final_position--;
count++;}
}
cout "Test f1 " << endl;
cout "The value of f is " << f << endl;
cout "First count " << endl;
cout "The value of count is " << count << endl;
cout "Test f2 " << endl;
count=count-1;

/*****************************/
* END OF 0<f<1
/*****************************/

int limcomb; // Express the number of possible combinations
if ((f==0) || (f==1))
    limcomb = 0;
else
limcomb = n_denominator-1;
cout << "The value of count is " << count << endl;
for (i=0; i<count; i++)
{
cout << "Combination: " << i << endl;
pos_pointer_caspoint[i]=pos_pointer_casstart[i];
do
{
pos_pointer_casprior[i]=pos_pointer_caspoint[i] -> next;
cout << pos_pointer_caspoint[i] -> pos_cases;
pos_pointer_caspoint[i] = pos_pointer_caspoint[i] -> next;
}while(pos_pointer_casprior[i] != NULL);
cout << endl;
}

commuters *finalcaspoint[MAX], *finalcasstart[MAX], *finalcasprior[MAX];

int dimension = parameterdim=n_denominator-1;
for (i=0; i<count; i++)
{
pos_pointer_caspoint[i]=pos_pointer_casstart[i];
finalcasstart[i]=new commuters;
finalcasstart[i] -> pos_cases=(pos_pointer_caspoint[i] -> pos_cases);
finalcasstart[i] -> next = NULL;
finalcasprior[i]=finalcasstart[i];
pos_pointer_casprior[i]=pos_pointer_caspoint[i] -> next;

for (j=1; j<=dimension; )
{
if (((j%n_denominator)==0)
{
pos_pointer_caspoint[i]=pos_pointer_casstart[i];
pos_pointer_casprior[i]=pos_pointer_caspoint[i] -> next;
finalcaspoint[i]=new commuters;
if (finalcaspoint[i]== NULL)
{
cout << "Insufficient Memory - Program terminating \n";
}
else
{
cout << "Memory Allocated 1.\n";
}

finalcaspoint[i] -> pos_cases=(pos_pointer_caspoint[i] -> pos_cases);
finalcasprior[i] -> next = finalcaspoint[i];
finalcaspoint[i] -> next = NULL;
finalcasprior[i]=finalcaspoint[i];
j++;
}
do
{
    pos_pointer_caspoint[i]=pos_pointer_caspoint[i] -> next;
    pos_pointer_casprior[i]=pos_pointer_caspoint[i] -> next;
    finalcaspoint[i]=new commuters;
}

    if (finalcaspoint[i]== NULL)
    {
        cout "Insufficient Memory - Program terminating \n";
        break;
    }
    else
    {
        // cout "Memory Allocated 2.\n"
    }

        int aux =1;
    if (aux==1) aux=1;

    finalcaspoint[i] -> pos_cases=(pos_pointer_caspoint[i] -> pos_cases);
    finalcasprior[i] -> next = finalcaspoint[i];
    finalcaspoint[i] -> next = NULL;
    finalcasprior[i]=finalcaspoint[i];
    j++;
}while(pos_pointer_casprior[i] !=NULL);
}

for (i=0; i<=limcomb; i++)
{
    cout "Combination: " << i << endl;
    finalcaspoint[i]=finalcasstart[i];
    do
    {

        finalcasprior[i]=finalcaspoint[i] -> next;
        cout << finalcaspoint[i] -> pos_cases;
        finalcaspoint[i] = finalcaspoint[i] ->next;
    )while(finalcasprior[i] != NULL);
    cout << endl;
}

double early_rate=double(0.8);
double ei=double(0.3);
double late_rate=double(2.0);
double li=double(3.7);
double toll_rate1=double(3); // FOR DIFFERENT VALUES OF TIME
double toll_rate2=double(0.10);
double alfa_rate;
double desired_time;
if (type_toll==2)
{
    toll_rate1=late_rate+0.5;
toll_rate2=tolll_rate1;
}
fout1 << endl << "The early rate and late rate are " << early_rate << " "
    << late_rate << endl;
int Np;
double aux_cost_and_runs[MAX], commu_toll_cost[MAX], c1, c2, WB1, WB2;
double WE1, WE2, a1, a2, a3;
double Cost(double A_t, double D_t, double Des_t, double e_rate, double l_rate);
Np = dimension;

fout1 << "The value of Np is " << Np << endl;
fout1 << "The value of Np is " << Np << endl;

if (read_file==0)
{
cout << " The commuters have different desired deadlines or ";
cout << " equal ones ?!"<< endl;
fout1 << " The commuters have different desired deadlines or ";
fout1 << " equal ones ?!"<< endl;
cout << " Type 1 for different or, 0 for equal. " << endl;
fout1 << " Type 1 for different or, 0 for equal. " << endl;
cin >> dif Desired;
if (dif Desired==1)
{
cout << "As you want commuters with different desired deadlines";
cout << " enter the slope of the curve. " << endl;
fout1 << "As you want commuters with different desired deadlines";
fout1 << " enter the slope of the curve. " << endl;
cin >> w;
fout1 << w << endl;
}
cout << "Type 1 for standard run (the commuters start in equilibrium" << endl;
fout1 << "Type 1 for standard run (the commuters start in equilibrium" << endl;
cout << " or 0 for starting at 0. " << endl;
fout1 << " or 0 for starting at 0. " << endl;
cin >> standardrun;
fout1 << "You type: " << standardrun << endl;
}
else
{
}
if (dif_desired==1) 
{
    cout << " The commuters have different desired deadlines." << endl;
    fout1 << " The commuters have different desired deadlines." << endl;
    cout << "As you want commuters with different desired deadlines, ";
    cout << "the slope of the curve is: " << endl;
    cout << w << endl;
    fout1 << "As you want commuters with different desired deadlines,";
    fout1 << " the slope of the curve is: " << endl;
    fout1 << w << endl;
}
else 
{
    cout << " The commuters have different desired deadlines." << endl;
    fout1 << " The commuters have different desired deadlines." << endl;
}

if (standardrun == 1) 
{
    cout << "The commuters start in equilibrium." << endl;
    fout1 << "The commuters start in equilibrium." << endl;
} 
else 
{
    cout << "The commuters start at 0. " << endl;
    fout1 << "The commuters start at 0. " << endl;
}

desired_time= (Np*late_rate/(early_rate+late_rate));
c1=Np*late_rate/(early_rate+late_rate);
c2=Np*early_rate/(early_rate+late_rate);

    if (type_toll==2)
    {
        WB1=0;
        WB2=51;
        WE2=160;
    }
else
{
    if (type_toll==1)
    {
        vector_toll_start=new function_toll;
        vector_toll_start -> first_value = 0;
        vector_toll_start -> sec_value = 0;
vector_toll_start -> next = NULL;
vector_toll_prior = vector_toll_start;

for (i=1; i <= Np; i++)
{
  vector_toll_point = new function_toll;
  vector_toll_point -> first_value = 0;
  vector_toll_point -> sec_value = 0;

  if (i <= (Np * late_rate / (early_rate + late_rate)))
  {
    vector_toll_point -> value = i - (i * (1 - early_rate));
  }
  else
  {
    vector_toll_point -> value = i - (1 - late_rate) * (i - (Np * late_rate / (early_rate + late_rate))) * (Np * late_rate / (early_rate + late_rate)) * (1 - early_rate);
  }

  vector_toll_point -> next = vector_toll_point;
  vector_toll_point -> next = NULL;
  vector_toll_prior = vector_toll_point;
}

else
{
  if (((f != 0) && (dif_value_of_time != 1))
  {
    WB1 = 1 / toll_rate1 * (c1 * (1 - f) * (toll_rate1 - early_rate));
    WB2 = - pow(10, 12);
  }
  else
  {
    if (((f == 0) && (dif_value_of_time == 1))
    {
      WB1 = Np / 2 - fraction_of_rich * Np / 2;
      WB2 = 0;
    }
    else
    {
      if (((f != 0) && (dif_value_of_time == 1))
      {
        WB1 = 1 / toll_rate1 * (c1 * (1 - f) * (toll_rate1 - early_rate));
        WB2 = - pow(10, 12);
      }
      else
      {
        
      }
if (f==0)
{
    WB1=0;
    WB2 = - pow(10,12);
}

if (((f !=0) && (dif_value_of_time !=1))
{
    WE1 = 1/(toll_rate*late_rate)*((1+toll_rate*late_rate-late_rate*late_rate)*c1+f*c2-c2*(1-toll_rate*late_rate))+1;
    WE2 = pow(10,12);
}
else
{
    if (((f==0) && (dif_value_of_time ==1))
    {
        WE1=Np/2+fraction_of_rich*Np/2;
        WE2=c1+c2;
    } else
{
    if (((f!=0) && (dif_value_of_time ==1))
    {
        WE1 = 1/(toll_rate*late_rate)*((1+toll_rate*late_rate-late_rate*late_rate)*c1+f*c2-c2*(1-toll_rate*late_rate))+1;
        WE2 = pow(10,12);
    } else
{
    if (f==0)
{
        WE1=Np;
        WB2 = - pow(10,12);
    }
}
}
}

cout << "The value of WB1 and WB2 are: " << WB1 << " and " << WB2 << endl;
cout << "The value of WE1 and WE2 are: " << WE1 << " and " << WE2 << endl;

for (int iii=0; iii<= limcomb; iii++)
{
    ifstream file_inB("c:\Program Files\Microsoft Visual Studio\MyProjects\10Aug99/"
file159.txt", ios::in);

if (!file_inB)
{
    cerr << "File could not be opened." << endl;
    exit(1);
}
finalcaspoint[iii]=finalcasstart[iii];

while(file_inB >> storeB)
{
    cout << storeB << endl;
    finalcasprior[iii]=finalcaspoint[iii] -> next;
    finalcaspoint[iii] -> willingness_to_pay = storeB;
    fout1 << " Willingness_to_pay: " << finalcaspoint[iii] -> willingness_to_pay
        << endl;
    finalcaspoint[iii] = finalcaspoint[iii] -> next;
}

if (dif_value_of_time != 0)
{
    count_toll_funct =0; // ADDED AT 31/AUG/99

    for (int iii=0; iii<= limcomb; iii++)
    {

        ifstream file_inC("c:\Program Files\Microsoft Visual Studio\MyProjects\10Aug99/
            fileinpdp_2.159.txt", ios::in);
        if (!file_inC)
        {
            cerr << "File could not be opened." << endl;
            exit(1);
        }

        finalcaspoint[iii]=finalcasstart[iii];
        while(file_inC >> storeB)
        {
            cout << storeB << endl;

            finalcasprior[iii]=finalcaspoint[iii] -> next;
            finalcaspoint[iii] -> differ_value_of_time = storeB;
            fout1 << " The Value of Time is: " << finalcaspoint[iii] -> differ_value_of_time
                << endl;
            finalcaspoint[iii] = finalcaspoint[iii] -> next;
        }

        if (toll_funct == 1)
        {
            // Code continues...


```cpp
}
}
}

else
{
for (int iii=0; iii <= limcomb; iii++)
{

finalcaspoint[iii] = finalcasstart[iii];
do
{
finalcasprior[iii] = finalcaspoint[iii] -> next;
finalcaspoint[iii] -> difer_value_of_time = 1;
fout1 << " The Value of Time is: "
<< finalcaspoint[iii] -> difer_value_of_time << endl;
finalcaspoint[iii] = finalcaspoint[iii] -> next;
}while(finalcasprior[iii] != NULL);
}

double cumuarrival, cumudeparture;
for (i=0; i <= limcomb; i++)
{
    count = 0;
count_last_willing = 0; // ADDED 09/AUG/1999
    count_position = 0; //ADDED 11/OCT./99
    cumuarrival = 0;
cumudeparture = 0;
cout << "Combination: " << i << " Real toll Costs" << endl;
    finalcaspoint[i] = finalcasstart[i];
do
{
    finalcasprior[i] = finalcaspoint[i] -> next;

/****************************************************
THE NEXT STATEMENT IS EXTREMELY IMPORTANT BECAUSE THE IF STATEMENT
"MUST" BE EXECUTED EITHER:
(i) if the willingness to pay of the commuters are greater than the
cost at the begining or,
(ii) if the demand is "INELASTIC" meaning that the commuters are
obligerd to pass by the bottleneck.
****************************************************/
if (((finalcaspoint[i] -> willingness_to_pay) > (Np * early_rate * late_rate/
(early_rate+late_rate))) || (demand_elastic! = 1))
```
{ 
if (count<(Np * late_rate/(early_rate+late_rate))) 
{ 
finalcaspoint[i] -> use_bottleneck=1;
int testfinal;
if (count>=830)
testfinal=count;

a1=(finalcaspoint[i] -> arriv_position = double(count_position));
if (standardrun==1) 
{ 
a2=(finalcaspoint[i] -> arrival_time=0 + count * (1 - early_rate));
finalcaspoint[i] -> arr_time = a2;
} 
else 
{ 
if (standardrun==0) 
{ 
//A2=(finalcaspoint[i] -> arrival_time=-1); // CHANGED AT 26/AUG/1999  
a2=(finalcaspoint[i] -> arrival_time=0);
finalcaspoint[i] -> arr_time = a2;
} 
else 
{ 
a2=(finalcaspoint[i] -> arrival_time=(0 + count * (1 - ei)));
finalcaspoint[i] -> arr_time = a2;
}
}

if (dif_desired==1) 
{ 
finalcaspoint[i] -> des_time=c1*(1-i/w)+count_last_willing/w;
desired_time=finalcaspoint[i] -> des_time;
} 
else 
{ 
finalcaspoint[i] -> des_time=c1;
desired_time=finalcaspoint[i] -> des_time;
}

cumuarrival++; 
if ((cumuarrival-cumudeparture) > 0) 
{ 
if (standardrun !=0) 
{ 
a3=(finalcaspoint[i] -> departure_time = double(count));
finalcaspoint[i] -> dep_time = a3;
cumudeparture++;
```cpp
try {
    if (toll_funct == 1)
        
        arr_toll[count]=0;
    }
    aux_cost_and_runs[count]=Cost(a2, a3, desired_time, early_rate, late_rate);
    finalcaspoint[i] -> com_cost =aux_cost_and_runs[count];
    finalcaspoint[i] -> com_free =aux_cost_and_runs[count];
    if (((finalcaspoint[i] -> pos_cases)==0)
    {
        alfa_rate=finalcaspoint[i] ->difer_value_of_time;
        commu_toll_cost[count]=C_toll(f,dif_value_of_time,a3,alfa_rate,toll_rate1, toll_rate2, WB1, WB2, WE1, WE2, vector_toll_start, vector_toll_point, vector_toll_prior, Np);
        finalcaspoint[i] -> com_toll_cost = commu_toll_cost[count];
        finalcaspoint[i] -> com_paying = (aux_cost_and_runs[count]) +
        commu_toll_cost[count]);
    } else
    {
        commu_toll_cost[count]=0;
        finalcaspoint[i] -> com_toll_cost = commu_toll_cost[count];
    } /*----------------------------------------------
    • THE NEXT STATEMENT IS NECESSARY TO MAKE SURE THAT THE COST WHEN PAYING IS
    • EVALUATED CORRECTLY - JUST TO MAKE SURE THAT WE ARE ALWAYS EVALUATING THE
    • TOLL COST "ONLY" WHEN THE COMMUTER IS CLASSIFIED AS PAYING, I HAVE DECIDED
    • TO LEAVE THE VARIABLE com_toll_cost IN THE CLASS commuters
    ***************************************************/
    alfa_rate=finalcaspoint[i] ->difer_value_of_time;
    commu_toll_cost[count]=C_toll(f,dif_value_of_time,a3,alfa_rate,toll_rate1, toll_rate2, WB1, WB2, WE1, WE2, vector_toll_start, vector_toll_point, vector_toll_prior, Np);
    finalcaspoint[i] -> com_toll_cost = commu_toll_cost[count];
```
finalcaspoint[i] -> com_paying = (aux_cost_and_runs[count]+
    commu_toll_cost[count]);
}
alfa_rate=finalcaspoint[i] -> difer_value_of_time;
commu_toll_cost[count]=C_toll(f,dif_value_of_time,a3,alfa_rate,toll_rate1,
toll_rate2, WB1, WB2, WE1, WE2, vector_toll_start, vector_toll_point,
vector_toll_prior, Np);

finalcaspoint[i] -> total_cost = (finalcaspoint[i] -> com_free);
}
else
{
    if (count <= Np)
    {
        finalcaspoint[i] -> use_bottleneck=1;
a1=(finalcaspoint[i] -> arriv_position= double(count_position));
if (standardrun==1)
{
a2=(finalcaspoint[i] -> arrival_time=0 + (1*late_rate)*(count - (Np*late_rate/
            (early_rate+late_rate)))+ (Np*late_rate/(early_rate+late_rate))*
            (i-early_rate));
finalcaspoint[i] -> arr_time = a2;
cumuarrival++;
}
else
{
    if (standardrun==0)
    {
        // a2=(finalcaspoint[i] -> arrival_time=-1); //CHANGED AT 26/AUG/1999
        a2=(finalcaspoint[i] -> arrival_time=0);
finalcaspoint[i] -> arr_time = a2;
cumuarrival++;
}
else
{
a2=(finalcaspoint[i] -> arrival_time=0 + (1*late_rate)*
        (count - (Np*late_rate/
            (early_rate+late_rate)))+ (Np*late_rate/(early_rate+late_rate))*
            (i-early_rate));
finalcaspoint[i] -> arr_time = a2;
}
}

if ((cumuarrival-cumudeparture) > 0)
{
    if (standardrun ! = 0)
    {
a3=(finalcaspoint[i] -> departure_time = count);
finalcaspoint[i] -> dep_time = a3;
cumudeparture++;
}
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```cpp
} else {
    a3=(finalcaspoint[i] -> departure_time =double (count-1));
    finalcaspoint[i] -> dep_time = a3;
    cumudeparture++;
}
} else {
    a3=(finalcaspoint[i] -> departure_time = a2);
    finalcaspoint[i] -> dep_time = a3;
    cumudeparture++;
}

if (dif_desired==1) {
    finalcaspoint[i] -> des_time=c1*(1-1/w)+count_last_willing/w;
    desired_time=finalcaspoint[i] -> des_time;
} else {
    finalcaspoint[i] -> des_time=c1;
    desired_time=finalcaspoint[i] -> des_time;
}

aux_cost_and_runs[count]=Cost(a2, a3, desired_time, early_rate, late_rate);
finalcaspoint[i] -> com_cost =aux_cost_and_runs[count];
finalcaspoint[i] -> com_free =aux_cost_and_runs[count];
if (((finalcaspoint[i] -> pos_cases)==0)
    { 
    alfa_rate=finalcaspoint[i] -> difer_value_of_time;
    commu_toll_cost[count]=C_toll(f,dif_value_of_time,a3,alfa_rate,toll_rate1,
    toll_rate2, WB1, WB2, WE1, WE2, vector_toll_start, vector_toll_point,
    vector_toll_prior, Np);
    finalcaspoint[i] -> com_toll_cost = commu_toll_cost[count];
    finalcaspoint[i] -> com_paying = (aux_cost_and_runs[count]+
    commu_toll_cost[count]);
} else {
    commu_toll_cost[count]=0;
    finalcaspoint[i] -> com_toll_cost = commu_toll_cost[count];
/* THE NEXT STATEMENT IS NECESSARY TO MAKE SURE THAT THE COST WHEN PAYING IS */
/* EVALUATED CORRECTLY - JUST TO MAKE SURE THAT WE ARE ALWAYS EVALUATING THE */
/* TOLL COST "ONLY" WHEN THE COMMUTER IS CLASSIFIED AS PAYING, I HAVE DECIDED */
/* TO LEAVE THE VARIABLE com_toll_cost IN THE CLASS commuters */
```
Appendix B - Algorithm and Source Code (C++)

*******************************************************************************/
alfa_rate=finalcaspoint[i] -> difer_value_of_time;
commu_toll_cost[count]=C_toll(f,dif_value_of_time,a3,alfa_rate,toll_rate1,
toll_rate2, WB1, WB2, WE1, WE2, vector_toll_start, vector_toll_point,
vector_toll_prior, Np);
finalcaspoint[i] -> com_paying =(aux_cost_and_runs[count]+
commu_toll_cost[count]);
}
alfa_rate=finalcaspoint[i] -> difer_value_of_time;
commu_toll_cost[count]=C_toll(f,dif_value_of_time,a3,alfa_rate,toll_rate1,
toll_rate2, WB1, WB2, WE1, WE2, vector_toll_start, vector_toll_point,
vector_toll_prior, Np);
finalcaspoint[i] -> total_cost =(finalcaspoint[i] -> com_free);
}
}
count++; count_last_willing++; count_position++;
if (count_last_willing==950)
count_last_willing=count_last_willing;

} // IF ADDED AT 09/AUG/1999 DUE TO THE WILLINGNESS TO PAY
else
{
if (((finalcaspoint[i] -> willingness_to_pay) < (Np * early_rate * late_rate/
(early_rate+late_rate))) && (demand_elastic==1))
{
finalcaspoint[i] -> arriv_position = count_position;
finalcaspoint[i] -> use_bottleneck = 0;
finalcaspoint[i] -> arrival_time = pow(10,13);
finalcaspoint[i] -> arr_time = pow(10,13);
finalcaspoint[i] -> departure_time = pow(10,13);
finalcaspoint[i] -> dep_time = pow(10,13);
finalcaspoint[i] -> com_cost = finalcaspoint[i] -> willingness_to_pay;
finalcaspoint[i] -> com_free = finalcaspoint[i] -> willingness_to_pay;
finalcaspoint[i] -> com_toll_cost = finalcaspoint[i] -> willingness_to_pay;
finalcaspoint[i] -> com_paying = finalcaspoint[i] -> willingness_to_pay;
finalcaspoint[i] -> total_cost = finalcaspoint[i] -> willingness_to_pay;
if (dif_desired==1)
{
finalcaspoint[i] -> des_time=c1*(1-i/w)+count_last_willing/w;
desired_time=finalcaspoint[i] -> des_time;
}
else
{
finalcaspoint[i] -> des_time=c1;
desired_time=finalcaspoint[i] -> des_time;
}`
count_last_willing++;
count_position++;
}

if ((count_last_willing-1) <= Np)
fout1 << "Commuter " << (count_last_willing-1) << " " << setw(7) <<
finalcaspoint[i] -> com_cost << " " << setw(7) <<
finalcaspoint[i] -> com_toll_cost << " " <<
setw(7) << finalcaspoint[i] -> com_free << " " << setw(7) <<
finalcaspoint[i] -> com_paying << " " << setw(7) <<
finalcaspoint[i] -> total_cost << " " << endl;

finalcaspoint[i] = finalcaspoint[i] -> next;
}while(finalcasprior[i] != NULL);
cout << endl;
}
cout << endl
<< "The Cost for Each Commuter is ";
for (i=0; i <= Np; i++)
{
cout << aux_cost_and_runs[i] << " ";
}

*******************************************************************************

FREEING THE DYNAMIC ALLOCATED MEMORY FOR THE POSSIBLE CASES POINTERS
*******************************************************************************

for (i=0; i <= limcomb; i++)
{
pos_pointer_caspoint[i] = pos_pointer_casstart[i];
do {
pos_pointer_casprior[i] = pos_pointer_caspoint[i] -> next;
delete (pos_pointer_caspoint[i]);
pos_pointer_caspoint[i] = pos_pointer_casprior[i];
} while (pos_pointer_casprior[i] != NULL);

*******************************************************************************

ENDING THE DYNAMIC ALLOCATED MEMORY FOR THE POSSIBLE CASES POINTERS
*******************************************************************************

for (i=0; i <= limcomb; i++)
{
count=0;
finalcaspoint[i] = finalcasstart[i];
do {
   finalcaspoint[i] -> better_off=2;
finalcasprior[i]=finalcaspoint[i] -> next;
if (((finalcaspoint[i] -> willingness_to_pay) > (Np * early_rate * late_rate/(early_rate+late_rate))) || (demand_elastic!=1))
{
    if (count < Np * late_rate * late_rate/(early_rate+late_rate))
    
    a2=0+count*(1-early_rate);
    if (count==0)
        a3=a2;
    else a3=a3+1;
    desired_time=finalcaspoint[i] -> des_time;
    finalcaspoint[i] -> initial_cost =Cost(a2,a3,desired_time,early_rate,late_rate);
}
else
{
    if (count <= Np)
    {
        a2=0 + (1+late_rate)*((count - (Np*late_rate/(early_rate+late_rate)))+
        (Np*late_rate/(early_rate+late_rate))*(1-early_rate);
        a3=a3+1;
        desired_time=finalcaspoint[i] -> des_time;
        finalcaspoint[i] -> initial_cost =Cost(a2,a3,desired_time,early_rate,
        late_rate);
    }
    finalcaspoint[i] -> use_bottleneck=1;
    count++;}
else
{
    finalcaspoint[i] -> initial_cost=finalcaspoint[i] -> willingness_to_pay;
    finalcaspoint[i] -> use_bottleneck=2;
}
finalcaspoint[i]=finalcaspoint[i] -> next;
}while (finalcasprior[i]!=NULL);

//************************************************************************************************************
STARTING THE SIMULATION
************************************************************************************************************

if (read_fileinD == 1)
{
    for (int iii=0; iii<= 0; iii++)
    {
        ifstream file_inD("c:\\Program Files\Microsoft Visual Studio\MyProjects\i4_GSep99\read_file_014011_cub99.txt", ios::in);
        if (!file_inD)
        {
        

cerr << "File could not be opened." << endl;
exit(1);
}
finalcaspoint[iii]=finalcasstart[iii];

while(file_inD >> storeA_read >> storeA2_read >> storeB_read
    >> storeC_read >> storeD_read >> storeE_read >> storeF_read >> storeH_read >>
    storeG_read >> storeG1_read >> storeI_read)
{
    finalcaspoint[iii] -> arrv_position = storeA_read;
    finalcasprior[iii]=finalcaspoint[iii] -> next;
    finalcaspoint[iii] -> willingness_to_pay = storeA1_read;
    finalcaspoint[iii] -> com_free = storeB_read;
    finalcaspoint[iii] -> com_paying = storeC_read;
    finalcaspoint[iii] -> total_cost = storeD_read;
    finalcaspoint[iii] -> arr_time = storeE_read;
    finalcaspoint[iii] -> dep_time = storeF_read;
    finalcaspoint[iii] -> pos_cases = storeH_read;
    finalcaspoint[iii] -> des_time = storeG_read;
    finalcaspoint[iii] -> use_bottleneck = storeG1_read;
    finalcaspoint[iii] -> better_off = storeI_read;
    finalcaspoint[iii] = finalcaspoint[iii] ->next;
}
}
}

fout1 << endl << "Temporary for the initial cost " << endl;

for (int iii=0; iii< limcomb; iii++)
{
    count=0;
    fout1 << "Combination: " << iii << " The commuter and toll costs are " << endl;
    finalcaspoint[iii]=finalcasstart[iii];
do
{
    finalcasprior[iii]=finalcaspoint[iii] -> next;
    if ((finalcaspoint[iii] -> arr_time < 0.000001) &&
        (finalcaspoint[iii] -> arr_time > (-0.000001)))
        finalcaspoint[iii] -> arr_time = 0;
    if ((finalcaspoint[iii] -> dep_time < 0.000001) &&
        (finalcaspoint[iii] -> dep_time > (-0.000001)))
        finalcaspoint[iii] -> dep_time = 0;
    fout1 << " " << setw(16)=" finalcaspoint[iii] -> total_cost " << setw(13) <<endl;
    count++;
    finalcaspoint[iii] = finalcaspoint[iii] ->next;
}while(finalcasprior[iii] != NULL);
cout << " "; //endl;
if (read_fileInE == 1)
{
for (int iii=1; iii<= 1; iii++)
{
  ifstream file_inE("c:\Program Files\Microsoft Visual Studio\MyProjects/14_GSep99/read_file_01409_ctb99.txt", ios::in);

  if (!file_inE)
  {
    cerr << "File could not be opened." << endl;
    exit(1);
  }
}

  finalcaspoint[iii]=finalcasstart[iii];
  while(file_inE >> storeA_read >> storeA1_read >> storeA2_read >> storeB_read >> storeC_read >> storeD_read >> storeE_read >> storeF_read >> storeH_read >> storeG_read >> storeG1_read >> storeI_read)
  {
    finalcasprior[iii]=finalcaspoint[iii] -> next;
    finalcaspoint[iii] -> arriv_position = storeA_read;
    finalcaspoint[iii] -> willingness_to_pay = storeA1_read;
    finalcaspoint[iii] -> initial_cost = storeA2_read;
    finalcaspoint[iii] -> com_free = storeB_read;
    finalcaspoint[iii] -> com_paying = storeC_read;
    finalcaspoint[iii] -> total_cost = storeD_read;
    finalcaspoint[iii] -> arr_time = storeE_read;
    finalcaspoint[iii] -> dep_time = storeF_read;
    finalcaspoint[iii] -> pos_cases = storeH_read;
    finalcaspoint[iii] -> des_time = storeG_read;
    finalcaspoint[iii] -> use_bottleneck = storeG1_read;
    finalcaspoint[iii] -> better_off = storeI_read;
    finalcaspoint[iii] = finalcaspoint[iii] -> next;
  }
}
}

if (read_fileInF == 1)
{
for (int iii=2; iii<= 2; iii++)
{
  ifstream file_inF("c:\Program Files\Microsoft Visual Studio\MyProjects/14_GSep99/read_file_01429_ctb99.txt", ios::in);

  if (!file_inF)
  {
    cerr << "File could not be opened." << endl;
    }
exit(1);
}
finalcaspoint[iii]=finalcasstart[iii];

while(file_inF >> storeA_read >> storeB_read >> storeC_read >> storeD_read >>
storeE_read >> storeF_read >> storeH_read >> storeG_read >> storeI_read)
{
    finalcasprior[iii]=finalcaspoint[iii] -> next;
    finalcaspoint[iii] -> arriv_position = storeA_read;
    finalcaspoint[iii] -> com_free = storeB_read;
    finalcaspoint[iii] -> com_paying = storeC_read;
    finalcaspoint[iii] -> total_cost = storeD_read;
    finalcaspoint[iii] -> arr_time = storeE_read;
    finalcaspoint[iii] -> dep_time = storeF_read;
    finalcaspoint[iii] -> pos_cases = storeH_read;
    finalcaspoint[iii] -> des_time = storeG_read;
    finalcaspoint[iii] -> better_off = storeI_read;
    finalcaspoint[iii] = finalcaspoint[iii] ->next;
}

if (read_fileinG == 1)
{
    for (int iii=3; iii<= 3; iii++)
    {
        ifstream file_inG("c:\Program Files\Microsoft Visual Studio\MyProjects/
14_6Sep99\read_file_014210_ctb99.txt", ios::in);

        if (!file_inG)
        {
            cerr << "File could not be opened."
<< endl;
            exit(1);
        }
        finalcaspoint[iii]=finalcasstart[iii];

        while(file_inG >> storeA_read >> storeB_read >> storeC_read >> storeD_read >>
storeE_read >> storeF_read >> storeH_read >> storeG_read >> storeI_read)
        {
            finalcasprior[iii]=finalcaspoint[iii] -> next;
            finalcaspoint[iii] -> arriv_position = storeA_read;
            finalcaspoint[iii] -> com_free = storeB_read;
            finalcaspoint[iii] -> com_paying = storeC_read;
            finalcaspoint[iii] -> total_cost = storeD_read;
            finalcaspoint[iii] -> arr_time = storeE_read;
            finalcaspoint[iii] -> dep_time = storeF_read;
            finalcaspoint[iii] -> pos_cases = storeH_read;
            finalcaspoint[iii] -> des_time = storeG_read;
            finalcaspoint[iii] -> better_off = storeI_read;
        }
    }
}
```cpp
finalcaspoint[iii] = finalcaspoint[iii] -> next;
}

if (read_fileinH == 1)
{
for (int iii=4; iii<= 4; iii++)
{
    ifstream file_inH("c:\Program Files\Microsoft Visual Studio\MyProjects/14_6Sep99/read_file_014211_ctb99.txt", ios::in);

    if (!file_inH)
    {
        cerr << "File could not be opened." << endl;
        exit(1);
    }

    finalcaspoint[iii]=finalcasstart[iii];

    while(file_inH >> storeA_read >> storeB_read >> storeC_read >> storeD_read >> storeE_read >> storeF_read >> storeH_read >> storeG_read >> storeI_read)
    {
        finalcasprior[iii]=finalcaspoint[iii] -> next;
        finalcaspoint[iii] -> arriv_position = storeA_read;
        finalcaspoint[iii] -> com_free = storeB_read;
        finalcaspoint[iii] -> com_paying = storeC_read;
        finalcaspoint[iii] -> total_cost = storeD_read;
        finalcaspoint[iii] -> arr_time = storeE_read;
        finalcaspoint[iii] -> dep_time = storeF_read;
        finalcaspoint[iii] -> pos_cases = storeH_read;
        finalcaspoint[iii] -> des_time = storeG_read;
        finalcaspoint[iii] -> better_off = storeI_read;
        finalcaspoint[iii] = finalcaspoint[iii] -> next;
    }
}

for (int ii=0; ii<= limcomb; ii++)
{
    count=0;
    fout1 << "THE DATA AS WAS ENTERED." << endl << endl;
    fout1 << "Combination: " << ii << " The commuter and toll costs are " << endl;
    finalcaspoint[ii]=finalcasstart[ii];
    fout1 << "Commuter - Costs: Willingness to Pay " << " Value of Time " << endl;
    do
    {
```
finalcasprior[ii]=finalcaspoint[ii] -> next;
fout1 << finalcaspoint[ii] -> willingness_to_pay << setw(20) <<
finalcaspoint[ii] -> defer_value_of_time << setw(20) <<
finalcaspoint[ii] -> better_off << endl;
finalcaspoint[ii] = finalcaspoint[ii] ->next;
count++;
} while(finalcasprior[ii] != NULL);
cout << " "; //endl;
}

for ( ii=0; ii<= limcomb; ii++)
{
count=0;
fout1 << "THE DATA AS WAS ENTERED ." << endl << endl;
fout1 << "Combination: " << ii << " The commuter and toll costs are " << endl;
finalcaspoint[ii]=finalcasstart[ii];
fout1 << "Commuter - Costs: Willingness to Pay Initial Cost Free "
<< " Paying " << " Total " << "Arr. Time" << " Dep. Time" <<
" Poss. Cases " << " Desired Time" " Use Bottleneck Better off " << endl;
do
{
fout1 << " " << count << " ";
finalcasprior[ii]=finalcaspoint[ii] -> next;
if (((finalcaspoint[ii] -> arr_time < 0.000001) &&
  (finalcaspoint[ii] -> arr_time > (-0.000001))))
finalcaspoint[ii] -> arr_time = 0;
if (((finalcaspoint[ii] -> dep_time < 0.000001) &&
  (finalcaspoint[ii] -> dep_time > (-0.000001))))
finalcaspoint[ii] -> dep_time = 0;
//fout1 << " " << setw(10) << finalcaspoint[ii] -> com_free
<< setw(13) << finalcaspoint[ii] -> com_paying
fout1 << " " << setw(13) << finalcaspoint[ii] -> willingness_to_pay
<< setw(20) << finalcaspoint[ii] -> initial_cost << setw(20)
<< finalcaspoint[ii] -> com_free << setw(13)
<< finalcaspoint[ii] -> com_paying
<< setw(13) << finalcaspoint[ii] -> total_cost << setw(16)
<< finalcaspoint[ii] -> arr_time << setw(13)
// << finalcaspoint[ii] -> arrival_timep << setw(13)
<< finalcaspoint[ii] -> dep_timep << setw(13)
<< finalcaspoint[ii] -> pos_cases << setw(15)
<< finalcaspoint[ii] -> des_time << setw(15)
<< finalcaspoint[ii] -> use_bottleneck << setw(15)
<< finalcaspoint[ii] -> better_off << endl;
finalcaspoint[ii] = finalcaspoint[ii] ->next;
count++;
} while(finalcasprior[ii] != NULL);
cout << " "; //endl;
}

fout1 << endl << "END OF THE INPUT DATA." << endl << endl;

double epsilon = double(0.01);
int converge = 1;
int indpast=0;
int runs = 0;
int runstotal=7550;
double auxarr, auxdep, nauxcostfree, nauxcostpay, newauxcost, nauttolcost;
commuters *finalauxpoint[MAX], *finalauxprior[MAX];
double arrvector[MAX];
double limit_total;

do
{
cout << endl << "The value of this run is " << runs << endl;
converge=1;
if (indpast > 4) indpast =0;
for (i=0; i <= limcomb; i++)
{
cumuarrival=0;
cumudeparture=0;
count=0;
finalcaspoint[i]=finalcasstart[i];
do
{
finalcasprior[i]=finalcaspoint[i] -> next;

if (((finalcaspoint[i] -> arr_time) < pow(10,12))
{
arrvector[count]=(finalcaspoint[i] -> arr_time);
}
finalcaspoint[i]=finalcaspoint[i] -> next;
count++;}
}while (finalcasprior[i] != NULL);

int si,sj;
double as;
for (sj=1; sj <=Np; sj++)
{
as=arrvector[sj];
si=sj-1;
while ((si>=0) && (arrvector[si] > as))
{
arrvector[si+1]=arrvector[si];
si--;
}\narrvector[si+1]=as;
}

for (int j=0; j <= Np; j++)
{
    if (j==0) depvector[j]=arrvector[j];
    else
        if ((arrvector[j]-depvector[j-1]) >= 1)
            depvector[j]=arrvector[j];
        else depvector[j]=depvector[j-1] + 1;
}

double jtype[MAX];
for (j=0; j<= Np; j++)
jtype[j]=0;
double auxarrvector[MAX_uniform];
double auxarrdepvector[MAX_uniform];
double verticalaux;
double m;

int changetime = 1;
start=0;
for (j=0; j <= Np; j++)
{

int count_total_arr;
if (j==0)
count_total_arr=0;
if (j==0)
{
verticalaux=0;
if (arrvector[j] > 0.5)
{
    if (Np <=200)
        // auxarr=-50;

    auxarr=51*(1-1/w)-75;
    // auxarr=-1 CHANGED AT 16/SEP/1999;
    else
    {
        if (Np <=1100)
            auxarr=-70; // for 440 commuters
        else
            auxarr=-10000;
    }

}
else
{
if (Np <=200)
  // auxarr=-50;
  auxarr=c1*(1-1/w)-75;
  // auxarr=arrvector[j]-1;  CHANGED AT 16/SEP/1999;
else
{
if (Np <=1100)
  // auxarr=-800;
  // auxarr=-300;
  auxarr=-70;  // FOR 440 COMMUTERS
else
  auxarr=-10000;
}

if (arrvector[j] != arrvector[j+1])
{
  // limitdo=(arrvector[j+1]-arrvector[j])/Np + 0.1;
  // limitdo=0.2;  // ADDED FRIDAY AT 3AM, 02/APRIL;
  limitdo=1.0;
  // limitdo=1/(w);  // FOR 160 COMMUTERS - DDED THURSDAY 12/AUG/1999
  // limitdo=10;
} else
  // limitdo=0.2;  // added 2/aprillimitdo=limitdo;
  limitdo=1.0;
  // limitdo=1/(w);  // FOR 160 COMMUTERS - ADDED THURSDAY 12/AUG/1999
  // limitdo=10;// FOR 1000 COMM.
}
else
{

if (arrvector[j] != arrvector[j-1])
{
  limitdo=1.0;
}
else  ///limitdo=0.2;  // FOR 160 COMMUTERS - ADDED THURSDAY 12/AUG/1999
  limitdo=1.0;
}

double limitwhile;
if (j==0)
limitwhile=arrvector[j];
else
{
if (j==Np)
{
if (Np <=200)
{ // limitwhile=400;
  if (dif_desired==1)
  {
    limitwhile=(c1+c2/w)+160;
  }
  else limitwhile=400;

  // limitwhile=depvector[j]+1; CHANGED AT 16/SEP/1999;
  }
else
{
  if (Np <=1000)
  // limitwhile=1900;
  // limitwhile=1500;
  limitwhile=600; // for 440 commuters
  else
  limitwhile=10000;
}
}

else
limitwhile=arrvector[j+1];

if (Np <=200)
  // limit_total=400;
  {
    if (dif_desired==1)
    {
      limit_total=(c1+c2/w)+160;
    }
    else limit_total=400;
  }
else
{
  if (Np <=1000)
  limit_total=600; // for 440 commuters
  else
  limit_total=10000;
}

if (auxarr <= limit_total) // new if added at 16/sep/99 - if16
{ do
  {
    for (int jji=0; jji <= (MAX_uniform-1); jji++)

{
    int found=0;
    if (j==0)
    {
        if (((auxarr+jji*limitdo) <= (arrvector[j]+epsilon)) && (found==0))
        {
            auxdep=auxarr+jtype[j];
            auxarrvector[jji]=auxarr+jji*limitdo;
            auxdeprevector[jji]=auxarr+jji*limitdo;
            if (count_total_arr==0)
            {
                time_vector_start[runs]=new timesarrdep;
                if (time_vector_start[runs] == NULL)
                {
                    cout << "Insuff. Memory - Program Term. - Time vector start 1. " << endl;
                    break;
                }
            }
            else
            {
                time_vector_start[runs] -> arrivint_position = count_total_arr;
                time_vector_start[runs] -> arr_time = auxarrvector[jji];
                time_vector_start[runs] -> dep_time = auxdeprevector[jji];
                time_vector_start[runs] -> next = NULL;
                time_vector_prior[runs]=new timesarrdep;
                time_vector_prior[runs] = time_vector_start[runs];
                count_total_arr++;
                found=1;
                start++;
            }
        }
        else
        {
            time_vector_point[runs] = new timesarrdep;
            if (time_vector_point[runs] == NULL)
            {
                cout << "Insuff. Memory - Program Term. - Time vector point 1. " << endl;
                break;
            }
            else
            {
                time_vector_point[runs] -> arrivint_position = count_total_arr;
                time_vector_point[runs] -> arr_time = auxarrvector[jji];
                time_vector_point[runs] -> dep_time = auxdeprevector[jji];
                time_vector_prior[runs] -> next = time_vector_point[runs];
                time_vector_point[runs] -> next = NULL;
                time_vector_prior[runs] = time_vector_point[runs];
                count_total_arr++;
                found=1;
            }
        }
    }
}
else
{
if (((auxarr+jji*limitdo) > arrvector[j]) && ((auxarr+jji*limitdo)
<= (arrvector[j+1]+epsilon)) && (found==0))
{
m=(depvector[j+1]-depvector[j])/(arrvector[j+1]-arrvector[j]);
if (m == 1)
{
verticalaux=depvector[j]+m*(auxarr+jji*limitdo-arrvector[j]);
auxdep=verticalaux;
auxarrvector[jji]=auxarr+jji*limitdo;
auxdepvector[jji]=verticalaux;

if (count_total_arr==0)
{
time_vector_start[runs]=new timesarrdep;
if (time_vector_start[runs] == NULL)
{
cout << "Insuff. Memory - Program Term. - Time vector start 2. " << endl;
break;
}
else
{
time_vector_start[runs] -> arrivint_position = count_total_arr;
time_vector_start[runs] -> arr_time = auxarrvector[jji];
time_vector_start[runs] -> dep_time = auxdepvector[jji];
time_vector_start[runs] -> next = NULL;
time_vector_prior[runs] = time_vector_start[runs];
count_total_arr++;
found=1;
start++;
}
}
else
{
time_vector_point[runs] = new timesarrdep;
if (time_vector_point[runs] == NULL)
{
cout << "Insuff. Memory - Program Term. - Time vector point 2. " << endl;
break;
}
else
{
time_vector_point[runs] -> arrivint_position = count_total_arr;
time_vector_point[runs] -> arr_time = auxarrvector[jji];
time_vector_point[runs] -> dep_time = auxdepvector[jji];
```
time_vector_prior[runs] -> next = time_vector_point[runs];
time_vector_point[runs] -> next = NULL;
time_vector_prior[runs] = time_vector_point[runs];
count_total_arr++;
found=1;
}
}
else
{
verticalaux=auxarr+jji*limitdo;
auxdep=verticalaux;
auxarrvector[jji]=auxarr+jji*limitdo;
auxdepvector[jji]=auxarr+jji*limitdo:

if (((count_total_arr==0) && (found==0))
{
time_vector_start[runs]=new timesarrdep;
if (time_vector_start[runs] == NULL)
{
cout << "Insuff. Memory - Program Term. - Time vector strat 3. " << endl;
break;
}
else
{
time_vector_start[runs] -> arrivint_position = count_total_arr;
time_vector_start[runs] -> arr_time = auxarrvector[jji];
time_vector_start[runs] -> dep_time = auxdepvector[jji];
time_vector_start[runs] -> next = NULL;
time_vector_prior[runs] = time_vector_start[runs];
count_total_arr++;
found=1;
start++;}
}
else
{
time_vector_point[runs] = new timesarrdep;
if (time_vector_point[runs] == NULL)
{
cout << "Insuff. Memory - Program Term. - Time vector point 3. " << endl;
break;
}
else
{
time_vector_point[runs] -> arrivint_position = count_total_arr;
time_vector_point[runs] -> arr_time = auxarrvector[jji];
time_vector_point[runs] -> dep_time = auxdepvector[jji];
```

time_vector_prior[runs] -> next = time_vector_point[runs];

if (found==1) {
    if (count_total_arr==0) {
        cout << "Insuff. Memory - Program Term. - Time vector strat 4. " << endl;
        break;
    } else {
        time_vector_start[runs] -> arrvint_position = count_total_arr;
        time_vector_start[runs] -> arr_time = auxarrvector[jji];
        time_vector_start[runs] -> dep_time = auxdepvector[jji];
        time_vector_start[runs] -> next = NULL;
        time_vector_prior[runs] = time_vector_start[runs];
        count_total_arr++;
        found=1;
    } else {
        verticauxaux++;
        int jji=j+2;
        int found=0;
        do {
            if (((auxarr+jji*limitdo) <= (arrvector[jji]+epsilon)) && (found==0)) {
                m=(depvector[jji]-depvector[jji-1])/(arrvector[jji]-arrvector[jji-1]);
                if (m >=1) {
                    verticauxaux=m*(auxarr+jji*limitdo-arrvector[jji-1])+depvector[jji-1];
                    auxarrvector[jji]=auxarr+jji*limitdo;
                    auxdepvector[jji]=verticauxaux;
                    auxdep=verticauxaux;
                    found=1;
                }
            }
        } while (found==0);
        time_vector_start[runs] = new timesarrdep;
        if (time_vector_start[runs] == NULL) {
            cout << "Insuff. Memory - Program Term. - Time vector strat 4. " << endl;
            break;
        }
        time_vector_start[runs] -> arrvint_position = count_total_arr;
        time_vector_start[runs] -> arr_time = auxarrvector[jji];
        time_vector_start[runs] -> dep_time = auxdepvector[jji];
        time_vector_start[runs] -> next = NULL;
        time_vector_prior[runs] = time_vector_start[runs];
        count_total_arr++;
        found=1;
        start++;
    }
}
else {
    verticauxaux++;
    int jji=j+2;
    int found=0;
    do {
        if (((auxarr+jji*limitdo) <= (arrvector[jji]+epsilon)) && (found==0)) {
            m=(depvector[jji]-depvector[jji-1])/(arrvector[jji]-arrvector[jji-1]);
            if (m >=1) {
                verticauxaux=m*(auxarr+jji*limitdo-arrvector[jji-1])+depvector[jji-1];
                auxarrvector[jji]=auxarr+jji*limitdo;
                auxdepvector[jji]=verticauxaux;
                auxdep=verticauxaux;
                found=1;
            }
        }
    } while (found==0);
    time_vector_start[runs] = new timesarrdep;
    if (time_vector_start[runs] == NULL) {
        cout << "Insuff. Memory - Program Term. - Time vector strat 4. " << endl;
        break;
    }
    time_vector_start[runs] -> arrvint_position = count_total_arr;
    time_vector_start[runs] -> arr_time = auxarrvector[jji];
    time_vector_start[runs] -> dep_time = auxdepvector[jji];
    time_vector_start[runs] -> next = NULL;
    time_vector_prior[runs] = time_vector_start[runs];
    count_total_arr++;
    found=1;
    start++;
}
else
{
    time_vector_point[runs] = new timesarrdep;
    if (time_vector_point[runs] == NULL)
    {
        cout << "Insuff. Memory - Program Term. - Time vector point 4. " << endl;
        break;
    }
    else
    {
        time_vector_point[runs] -> arrivint_position = count_total_arr;
        time_vector_point[runs] -> arr_time = auxarrvector[jjj];
        time_vector_point[runs] -> dep_time = auxdepvector[jjj];
        time_vector_prior[runs] -> next = time_vector_point[runs];
        time_vector_point[runs] -> next = NULL;
        time_vector_prior[runs] = time_vector_point[runs];
        count_total_arr++;
        found=1;
    }
    }
    // if m >=1
else    // So IF M<1
{
    if ((auxarr+jji*limitdo) >= depvector[jjji-1])
    {
        verticalaux=auxarr+jji*limitdo;
        auxdep=verticalaux;
        auxarrvector[jji]=auxarr+jji*limitdo;
        auxdepvector[jji]=auxarr+jji*limitdo;

        if ((count_total_arr==0) && (found==0))
        {
            time_vector_start[runs]=new timesarrdep;
            if (time_vector_start[runs] == NULL)
            {
                cout << "Insuff. Memory - Program Term. - Time vector strat 3. " << endl;
                break;
            }
        }
        else
        {
            time_vector_start[runs] -> arrivint_position = count_total_arr;
            time_vector_start[runs] -> arr_time = auxarrvector[jji];
            time_vector_start[runs] -> dep_time = auxdepvector[jji];
            time_vector_start[runs] -> next = NULL;
            time_vector_prior[runs] = time_vector_start[runs];
            count_total_arr++;
            found=1;
            start++;
        }
    }  // else
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}
}
else
{

time_vector_point[runs] = new timesarrdep;
if (time_vector_point[runs] == NULL)
{
    cout << "Insuff. Memory - Program Term. - Time vector point 3. " << endl;
    break;
}
else
{
    time_vector_point[runs] -> arrivint_position = count_total_arr;
    time_vector_point[runs] -> arr_time = auxarrvector[jji];
    time_vector_point[runs] -> dep_time = auxdepvector[jji];
    time_vector_prior[runs] -> next = time_vector_point[runs];
    time_vector_point[runs] -> next = NULL;
    time_vector_prior[runs] = time_vector_point[runs];
    count_total_arr++;
    found=1;
}
}
}
else
{

verticalaux=auxarr+jji*limitdo;
auxdep=verticalaux;
auxarrvector[jji]=auxarr+jji*limitdo;
auxdepvector[jji]=depvector[jjji-1];

if ((count_total_arr == 0) && (found==0))
{
    time_vector_start[runs]=new timesarrdep;
    if (time_vector_start[runs] == NULL)
    {
        cout << "Insuff. Memory - Program Term. - Time vector strat 3. " << endl;
        break;
    }
    else
    {
        time_vector_start[runs] -> arrivint_position = count_total_arr;
        time_vector_start[runs] -> arr_time = auxarrvector[jji];
        time_vector_start[runs] -> dep_time = auxdepvector[jji];
        time_vector_start[runs] -> next = NULL;
        time_vector_prior[runs] = time_vector_start[runs];
        count_total_arr++;
        found=1;
    }
}
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```
start++; 
}
else 
{
time_vector_point[runs] = new timesarrdep;
if (time_vector_point[runs] == NULL)
{
cout << "Insuff. Memory - Program Term. - Time vector point 3. " << endl; 
break;
}
else 
{
time_vector_point[runs] -> arrvint_position = count_total_arr;
time_vector_point[runs] -> arr_time = auxarrvector[jji];
time_vector_point[runs] -> dep_time = auxdepvector[jji];
time_vector_prior[runs] -> next = time_vector_point[runs];
time_vector_point[runs] -> next = NULL;
time_vector_prior[runs] = time_vector_point[runs];
count_total_arr++;
found=1;
}
}
}
jjji++;
} while ((found==0) && (jjji <= Np));

if ((found==0) && ((auxarr+jji*limitdo) <= (depvector[Np]+epsilon)))
{
auxarrvector[jji]=auxarr+jji*limitdo;
auxdepvector[jji]=depvector[Np];

if (count_total_arr==0)
{
time_vector_start[runs]=new timesarrdep;
if (time_vector_start[runs] == NULL)
{
cout << "Insuff. Memory - Program Term. - Time vector strat 5. " << endl;
break;
}
else 
{
time_vector_start[runs] -> arrvint_position = count_total_arr;
time_vector_start[runs] -> arr_time = auxarrvector[jji];
```
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```c++
time_vector_start[runs] -> dep_time = auxdepvector[jji];
time_vector_start[runs] -> next = NULL;
time_vector_prior[runs] = time_vector_start[runs];
count_total_arr++;
found=1;
start++;}
}
}
else
{
time_vector_point[runs] = new timesarrdep;
if (time_vector_point[runs] == NULL)
{
    cout << "Insuff. Memory - Program Term. - Time vector point 5. " << endl;
    break;
}
else
{
time_vector_point[runs] -> arrivint_position = count_total_arr;
time_vector_point[runs] -> arr_time = auxarrvector[jji];
time_vector_point[runs] -> dep_time = auxdepvector[jji];
time_vector_prior[runs] -> next = time_vector_point[runs];
time_vector_point[runs] -> next = NULL;
time_vector_prior[runs] = time_vector_point[runs];
count_total_arr++;
found=1;
}
}
else
{
    if ((found==0) && ((auxarr+jji*limitdo) > depvector[Mp]))
    {
        auxarrvector[jji]=auxarr+jji*limitdo;
        auxdepvector[jji]=auxarr+jji*limitdo;
    }
    if (count_total_arr==0)
    {
        time_vector_start[runs]=new timesarrdep;
        if (time_vector_start[runs] == NULL)
        {
            cout << "Insuff. Memory - Program Term. - Time vector start 6. " << endl;
            break;
        }
        else
        {
            time_vector_start[runs] -> arrivint_position = count_total_arr;
            time_vector_start[runs] -> arr_time = auxarrvector[jji];
            time_vector_start[runs] -> dep_time = auxdepvector[jji];
        }
```
time_vector_start[runs] -> next = NULL;
time_vector_prior[runs] = time_vector_start[runs];
count_total_arr++;
found=1;
start++;
}
}
else
{
time_vector_point[runs] = new timesarrdep;
if (time_vector_point[runs] == NULL)
{
    cout << "Insuff. Memory - Program Term. - Time vector point 6. " << endl;
    break;
}
else
{
time_vector_point[runs] -> arrivint_position = count_total_arr;
time_vector_point[runs] -> arr_time = auxarrvector[ jjj ];
time_vector_point[runs] -> dep_time = auxdepvector[ jjj ];
time_vector_prior[runs] -> next = time_vector_point[runs];
time_vector_point[runs] -> next = NULL;
time_vector_prior[runs] = time_vector_point[runs];
count_total_arr++;
found=1;
}
}

// THIS MUST BE THE END OF IF J==0 - LINE 1435

else
{
    if (j==1)
        j=1;
    if (j < Np)
    {
        if (auxarr>=1.0)
            auxarr=auxarr;
        if (((auxarr+jji*limitdo > arrvector[j-1]) && (auxarr+jji*limitdo <= (arrvector[j]+epsilon))) && (found==0))
        {
            m=(depvector[j]-depvector[j-1])/(arrvector[j]-arrvector[j-1]);
            if (m >= 1)
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```cpp
{
    verticalaux=depvector[j]+m*(auxarr+jji*limitdo-arrvector[j]);
    // NO -> +verticalaux; ?!?!
    auxdep=verticalaux;
    auxarrvectr[jji]=auxarr+jji*limitdo;
    auxdepvector[jji]=verticalaux;

    time_vector_point[runs] = new timesarrdep;
    if (time_vector_point[runs] == NULL)
    {
        cout << "Insuff. Memory - Program Term. - Time vector point 7. " << endl;
        break;
    }
    else
    {
        time_vector_point[runs] -> arrivint_position = count_total_arr;
        time_vector_point[runs] -> arr_time = auxarrvector[jji];
        time_vector_point[runs] -> dep_time = auxdepvector[jji];
        time_vector_prior[runs] -> next = time_vector_point[runs];
        time_vector_point[runs] -> next = NULL;
        time_vector_prior[runs] = time_vector_point[runs];
        count_total_arr++;
        found=1;
    }
    // IF (M >= 1)
    else
    {
        if ((auxarr+jji*limitdo) >= depvector[j-1])
        {
            verticalaux=auxarr+jji*limitdo;
            auxdep=verticalaux;
            auxarrvector[jji]=auxarr+jji*limitdo;
            auxdepvector[jji]=auxarr+jji*limitdo;

            if (((count_total_arr==0) && (found==0))
            {
                time_vector_start[runs]=new timesarrdep;
                if (time_vector_start[runs] == NULL)
                {
                    cout << "Insuff. Memory - Program Term. - Time vector strat 3. " << endl;
                    break;
                }
                else
                {
                    time_vector_start[runs] -> arrivint_position = count_total_arr;
                    time_vector_start[runs] -> arr_time = auxarrvector[jji];
                    time_vector_start[runs] -> dep_time = auxdepvector[jji];
                    time_vector_start[runs] -> next = NULL;
                }
            }
        }
    }
```

time_vector_prior[runs] = time_vector_start[runs];
count_total_arr++;
found=1;
start++;
}
}
else
{

time_vector_point[runs] = new timesarrdep;
if (time_vector_point[runs] == NULL)
{
cout << "Insuff. Memory - Program Term. - Time vector point 3. " << endl;
break;
}
else
{
time_vector_point[runs] -> arrivint_position = count_total_arr;
time_vector_point[runs] -> arr_time = auxarrvector[jji];
time_vector_point[runs] -> dep_time = auxdepvector[jji];
time_vector_prior[runs] -> next = time_vector_point[runs];
time_vector_point[runs] -> next = NULL;
time_vector_prior[runs] = time_vector_point[runs];
count_total_arr++;
found=1;
}

verticalaux=auxarr+jji*limitdo;
auxdep=verticalaux;
auxarrvector[jji]=auxarr+jji*limitdo;
auxdepvector[jji]=depvector[j-1];

if ((count_total_arr==0) && (found==0))
{
time_vector_start[runs]=new timesarrdep;
if (time_vector_start[runs] == NULL)
{
cout << "Insuff. Memory - Program Term. - Time vector strat 3. " << endl;
break;
}
else
{
time_vector_start[runs] -> arrivint_position = count_total_arr;
time_vector_start[runs] -> arr_time = auxarrvector[jji];

time_vector_start[runs] -> dep_time = auxdepvector[j; i];
time_vector_start[runs] -> next = NULL;
time_vector_prior[runs] = time_vector_start[runs];
count_total_arr++;
found=1;
start++;}
}
else {

time_vector_point[runs] = new timesarrdep;
if (time_vector_point[runs] == NULL) {
cout << "Insuff. Memory - Program Term. - Time vector point 3. " << endl;
break;
}
else {
time_vector_point[runs] -> arrivint_position = count_total_arr;
time_vector_point[runs] -> arr_time = auxarrvector[j; i];
time_vector_point[runs] -> dep_time = auxdepvector[j; i];
time_vector_prior[runs] -> next = time_vector_point[runs];
time_vector_point[runs] -> next = NULL;
time_vector_prior[runs] = time_vector_point[runs];
count_total_arr++;
found=1;
}
}

}

if (((auxarr+jji*limitdo) <= (arrvector[j-1]+epsilon)) && (found==0)) {
verticalaux--; 
if (j >=2) {
int jji=j-2;
int found=0;
do {
if (((auxarr+jji*limitdo) > arrvector[jji])
{
 m=(depvector[jj;j+1]-depvector[jj;j])/(arrvector[jj;j+1]-arrvector[jj;j]));
 verticalaux=m*(auxarr+jji*limitdo-arrvector[jj;j+1])+verticalaux+depvector[j];
 auxarrvector[jji]=auxarr+jji*limitdo;
auxdepvector[ jjj ] = verticalaux;
auxdep = verticalaux;

time_vector_point[ runs ] = new timesarrdep;
if ( time_vector_point[ runs ] == NULL )
{
    cout << "Insuff. Memory - Program Term. - Time vector point 8. " << endl;
    break;
}
else
{
    time_vector_point[ runs ] -> arrivint_position = count_total_arr;
    time_vector_point[ runs ] -> arr_time = auxarrvector[ jjj ];
    time_vector_point[ runs ] -> dep_time = auxdepvector[ jjj ];
    time_vector_prior[ runs ] -> next = time_vector_point[ runs ];
    time_vector_point[ runs ] -> next = NULL;
    time_vector_prior[ runs ] = time_vector_point[ runs ];
    count_total_arr++;
    found = 1;
}
if ( found == 0 ) verticalaux--;
jjj --;
while ( found == 0 & & ( jjj >= 0 ));

if ( (found == 0) & & ( (auxarr+jji*limitdo) <= (depvector[0]+epsilon)) )
{
    auxarrvector[ jjj ] = auxarr+jji*limitdo;
auxdepvector[ jjj ] = auxarr+jji*limitdo;

time_vector_point[ runs ] = new timesarrdep;
if ( time_vector_point[ runs ] == NULL )
{
    cout << "Insuff. Memory - Program Term. - Time vector point 9. " << endl;
    break;
}
else
{
    time_vector_point[ runs ] -> arrivint_position = count_total_arr;
    time_vector_point[ runs ] -> arr_time = auxarrvector[ jjj ];
    time_vector_point[ runs ] -> dep_time = auxdepvector[ jjj ];
    time_vector_prior[ runs ] -> next = time_vector_point[ runs ];
    time_vector_point[ runs ] -> next = NULL;
    time_vector_prior[ runs ] = time_vector_point[ runs ];
    count_total_arr++;
}
}
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}
if (j <= 1)
{
    auxarrvector[jji]=auxarr+jji*limitdo;
    auxdepvector[jji]=auxarr+jji*limitdo;

    time_vector_point[runs] = new timesarrdep;
    if (time_vector_point[runs] == NULL)
    {
        cout << "Insuff. Memory - Program Term. - Time vector point 10. " << endl;
        break;
    }
    else
    {
        time_vector_point[runs] -> arrivint_position = count_total_arr;
        time_vector_point[runs] -> arr_time = auxarrvector[jji];
        time_vector_point[runs] -> dep_time = auxdepvector[jji];
        time_vector_prior[runs] -> next = time_vector_point[runs];
        time_vector_point[runs] -> next = NULL;
        time_vector_prior[runs] = time_vector_point[runs];
        count_total_arr++;
        found=1;
    }
}

}

if (((auxarr+jji*limitdo) > (arrvector[j])) && ((auxarr+jji*limitdo) <= (arrvector[j+1]+epsilon)) && (found==0))
{
    m=(depvector[j+1]-depvector[j])/(arrvector[j+1]-arrvector[j]);

    if (m>=1)
    {
        verticalaux=depvector[j]+m*(auxarr+jji*limitdo-arrvector[j]);
        // NO -> +verticalaux; ?!?! 
        auxdep=verticalaux;
        auxarrvector[jji]=auxarr+jji*limitdo;
        auxdepvector[jji]=verticalaux;

        time_vector_point[runs] = new timesarrdep;
        if (time_vector_point[runs] == NULL)
        {
            cout << "Insuff. Memory - Program Term. - Time vector point 11. " << endl;
            break;
        }
        else
        {
            time_vector_point[runs] -> arrivint_position = count_total_arr;
        }
    }
```
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time_vector_point[runs] -> arr_time = auxarrvector[jji];
time_vector_point[runs] -> dep_time = auxdepvector[jji];
time_vector_prior[runs] -> next = time_vector_point[runs];
time_vector_point[runs] -> next = NULL;
time_vector_prior[runs] = time_vector_point[runs];
count_total_arr++;
found=1;
}
}

else
{
if ((auxarr+jji*limitdo) >= depvector[j])
{
verticalaux=auxarr+jji*limitdo;
auxdep=verticalaux;
auxarrvector[jji]=auxarr+jji*limitdo;
auxdepvector[jji]=auxarr+jji*limitdo;

if ((count_total_arr==0) && (found==0))
{
time_vector_start[runs]=new timesarrdep;
if (time_vector_start[runs] == NULL)
{
cout << "Insuff. Memory - Program Term. - Time vector strat 3. " << endl;
break;
}
else
{
time_vector_start[runs] -> arrivint_position = count_total_arr;
time_vector_start[runs] -> arr_time = auxarrvector[jji];
time_vector_start[runs] -> dep_time = auxdepvector[jji];
time_vector_start[runs] -> next = NULL;
time_vector_prior[runs] = time_vector_start[runs];
count_total_arr++;
found=1;
start++;
}
}
else
{
time_vector_point[runs] = new timesarrdep;
if (time_vector_point[runs] == NULL)
{
cout << "Insuff. Memory - Program Term. - Time vector point 3. " << endl;
brea...
{ 
    time_vector_point[runs] -> arrivint_position = count_total_arr;
    time_vector_point[runs] -> arr_time = auxarrvector[jjj];
    time_vector_point[runs] -> dep_time = auxdepvector[jjj];
    time_vector_prior[runs] -> next = time_vector_point[runs];
    time_vector_point[runs] -> next = NULL;
    time_vector_prior[runs] = time_vector_point[runs];
    count_total_arr++;
    found=1;
} 
}
else 
{
    verticalaux=auxarr+jji*limitdo;
    auxdep=verticalaux;
    auxarrvector[jjji]=auxarr+jji*limitdo;
    auxdepvector[jjji]=depvector[jj];

    if ((count_total_arr==0) && (found==0))
    {
        time_vector_start[runs]=new timesarrdep;
        if (time_vector_start[runs] == NULL)
        {
            cout << "Insuff. Memory - Program Term. - Time vector strat 3. " << endl;
            break;
        }
        else 
        {
            time_vector_start[runs] -> arrivint_position = count_total_arr;
            time_vector_start[runs] -> arr_time = auxarrvector[jjj];
            time_vector_start[runs] -> dep_time = auxdepvector[jjj];
            time_vector_start[runs] -> next = NULL;
            time_vector_prior[runs] = time_vector_start[runs];
            count_total_arr++;
            found=1;
            start++;
        }
    }
else
{
    time_vector_point[runs] = new timesarrdep;
    if (time_vector_point[runs] == NULL)
    {
        cout << "Insuff. Memory - Program Term. - Time vector point 3. " << endl;
        break;
    }
}
else
{
    time_vector_point[runs] -> arrivint_position = count_total_arr;
    time_vector_point[runs] -> arr_time = auxarrvector[jji];
    time_vector_point[runs] -> dep_time = auxdepvector[jji];
    time_vector_prior[runs] -> next = time_vector_point[runs];
    time_vector_point[runs] -> next = NULL;
    time_vector_prior[runs] = time_vector_point[runs];
    count_total_arr++;
    found=1;
}
}

}
}
}

if (((auxarr+jji*limitdo) >= arrvector[j+1]) && (found==0))
{
    verticalaux++;
    if (j<=(Np-2))
    {
        int jji=j+2;
        int found=0;
        do
        {
            if (((auxarr+jji*limitdo) < arrvector[jji])
            {
                m=(depvector[jji]-depvector[jji-1])/(arrvector[jji]-arrvector[jji-1]);
                //verticalaux=m*(auxarr+jji*limitdo-arrvector[jji-1])+verticallvectr[1-1];
            if (m >=1)
            {
                verticalaux=m*(auxarr+jji*limitdo-arrvector[jji-1])+depvector[jji-1];
                auxarrvector[jji]=auxarr+jji*limitdo;
                auxdepvector[jji]=verticalaux;
                auxdep=verticalaux;
            }
            time_vector_point[runs] = new timesarrdep;
            if (time_vector_point[runs] == NULL)
            {
                cout << "Insuff. Memory - Program Term. - Time vector point 12. " << endl;
                break;
            }
            else
            {
                time_vector_point[runs] -> arrivint_position = count_total_arr;
                time_vector_point[runs] -> arr_time = auxarrvector[jji];
            }
        }
    }
}
time_vector_point[runs] -> dep_time = auxdepvector[jji];
time_vector_prior[runs] -> next = time_vector_point[runs];
time_vector_point[runs] -> next = NULL;
time_vector_prior[runs] = time_vector_point[runs];
count_total_arr++;
found=1;
}

else
{
if (((auxarr+jji*limitdo) >= depvector[jji-1])
{
verticalaux=auxarr+jji*limitdo;
auxdep=verticalaux;
auxarrvector[jji]=auxarr+jji*limitdo;
auxdepvector[jji]=auxarr+jji*limitdo;

if (((count_total_arr==0) && (found==0))
{
time_vector_start[runs]=new timesarrdep;
if (time_vector_start[runs] == NULL)
{
cout << "Insuff. Memory - Program Term. - Time vector strat 3. " << endl;
break;
}
else
{
time_vector_start[runs] -> arrivint_position = count_total_arr;
time_vector_start[runs] -> arr_time = auxarrvector[jji];
time_vector_start[runs] -> dep_time = auxdepvector[jji];
time_vector_start[runs] -> next = NULL;
time_vector_prior[runs] = time_vector_start[runs];
count_total_arr++;
found=1;
start++;
}
else
{

time_vector_point[runs] = new timesarrdep;
if (time_vector_point[runs] == NULL)
{
cout << "Insuff. Memory - Program Term. - Time vector point 3. " << endl;
break;
}
else
{
time_vector_point[runs] -> arrivint_position = count_total_arr;
time_vector_point[runs] -> arr_time = auxarrvector[jji];
time_vector_point[runs] -> dep_time = auxdevector[jji];
time_vector_prior[runs] -> next = time_vector_point[runs];
time_vector_point[runs] -> next = NULL;
time_vector_prior[runs] = time_vector_point[runs];
count_total_arr++;
found=1;
}
}
}
else
{

verticalaux=auxarr+jji*limitdo;
auxdep=verticalaux;
auxarrvector[jji]=auxarr+jji*limitdo;
auxdevector[jji]=devector[jji-1];

if (((count_total_arr==0) && (found==0))
{
time_vector_start[runs]=new timesarrdep;
if (time_vector_start[runs] == NULL)
{
cout << "Insuff. Memory - Program Term. - Time vector strat 3. " << endl;
break;
}else
{
time_vector_start[runs] -> arrivint_position = count_total_arr;
time_vector_start[runs] -> arr_time = auxarrvector[jji];
time_vector_start[runs] -> dep_time = auxdevector[jji];
time_vector_start[runs] -> next = NULL;
time_vector_prior[runs] = time_vector_start[runs];
count_total_arr++;
found=1;
start++;
}
}
else
{

time_vector_point[runs] = new timesarrdep;
if (time_vector_point[runs] == NULL)
{
cout << "Insuff. Memory - Program Term. - Time vector point 3. " << endl;
break;
}
else
{
```cpp
{ 
    time_vector_point[runs] -> arrivint_position = count_total_arr;
    time_vector_point[runs] -> arr_time = auxarrvector[ jjj ];
    time_vector_point[runs] -> dep_time = auxdepvector[ jjj ];
    time_vector_prior[runs] -> next = time_vector_point[runs];
    time_vector_point[runs] -> next = NULL;
    time_vector_prior[runs] = time_vector_point[runs];
    count_total_arr++;
    found=1;
} 
}
} 
} 
if (found==0) verticalaux++;
jjji++;
} while ((found==0) && (jjji <= Np));

if ((found==0) && ((auxarr+jjj*limitdo) <= (depvector[Np]+epsilon)))
{
    auxarrvector[ jjj ]=auxarr+jjj*limitdo;
    auxdepvector[ jjj ]=depvector[Np];

    time_vector_point[runs] = new timesarrdep;
    if (time_vector_point[runs] == NULL)
    {
        cout << "Insuff. Memory - Program Term. - Time vector point 13. " << endl;
        break;
    }
else
    {
        time_vector_point[runs] -> arrivint_position = count_total_arr;
        time_vector_point[runs] -> arr_time = auxarrvector[ jjj ];
        time_vector_point[runs] -> dep_time = auxdepvector[ jjj ];
        time_vector_prior[runs] -> next = time_vector_point[runs];
        time_vector_point[runs] -> next = NULL;
        time_vector_prior[runs] = time_vector_point[runs];
        count_total_arr++;
        found=1;
    }
}
else
{
    if ((found==0) && ((auxarr+jjj*limitdo) > depvector[Np]))
    {
        auxarrvector[ jjj ]=auxarr+jjj*limitdo;
        auxdepvector[ jjj ]=auxarr+jjj*limitdo;
```
time_vector_point[runs] = new timesarrdep;
if (time_vector_point[runs] == NULL)
{
    cout << "Insuff. Memory - Program Term. - Time vector point 14. " << endl;
    break;
}
else
{
    time_vector_point[runs] -> arrivint_position = count_total_arr;
    time_vector_point[runs] -> arr_time = auxarrvector[jji];
    time_vector_point[runs] -> dep_time = auxdepvector[jji];
    time_vector_point[runs] -> next = time_vector_point[runs];
    time_vector_point[runs] -> next = NULL;
    time_vector_prior[runs] = time_vector_point[runs];
    count_total_arr++;
    found=1;
}
}

if (j==(Np-1))
{
    if ((found==0) && ((auxarr+jji*limitdo) <= (depvector[Np]+epsilon)))
    {
        auxarrvector[jji]=auxarr+jji*limitdo;
        auxdepvector[jji]=depvector[Np];
        time_vector_point[runs] = new timesarrdep;
        if (time_vector_point[runs] == NULL)
        {
            cout << "Insuff. Memory - Program Term. - Time vector point 13. " << endl;
            break;
        }
        else
        {
            time_vector_point[runs] -> arrivint_position = count_total_arr;
            time_vector_point[runs] -> arr_time = auxarrvector[jji];
            time_vector_point[runs] -> dep_time = auxdepvector[jji];
            time_vector_point[runs] -> next = time_vector_point[runs];
            time_vector_point[runs] -> next = NULL;
            time_vector_prior[runs] = time_vector_point[runs];
            count_total_arr++;
            found=1;
        }
    }
}
else
{ if ((found==0) \&\& ((auxarr+jji*limitdo) > depvector[Np]))
{ auxarrvector[jji]=auxarr+jji*limitdo;
 auxdepvector[jji]=auxarr+jji*limitdo;

 time_vector_point[runs] = new timesarrdep;
 if (time_vector_point[runs] == NULL)
 { cout << "Insuff. Memory - Program Term. - Time vector point 14. " << endl;
 break;
 } else
{
 time_vector_point[runs] -> arrivint_position = count_total_arr;
 time_vector_point[runs] -> arr_time = auxarrvector[jji];
 time_vector_point[runs] -> dep_time = auxdepvector[jji];
 time_vector_prior[runs] -> next = time_vector_point[runs];
 time_vector_point[runs] -> next = NULL;
 time_vector_prior[runs] = time_vector_point[runs];
 count_total_arr++;
 found=1;
 }
 }
 }
 }
 }
 }
 }
 }
 }
 if (j==Np)
 { if (((auxarr+jji*limitdo) > depvector[j]) \&\& (found==0))
 { auxdep=auxarr+jji*limitdo+jtype[j];
 auxarrvector[jji]=auxarr+jji*limitdo;
 auxdepvector[jji]=auxarr+jji*limitdo;

 time_vector_point[runs] = new timesarrdep;
 if (time_vector_point[runs] == NULL)
 { cout << "Insuff. Memory - Program Term. - Time vector point 15. " << endl;
 break;
 } else
{
 time_vector_point[runs] -> arrivint_position = count_total_arr;
 time_vector_point[runs] -> arr_time = auxarrvector[jji];
 time_vector_point[runs] -> dep_time = auxdepvector[jji];

}}
time_vector_prior[runs] -> next = time_vector_point[runs];
time_vector_point[runs] -> next = NULL;
time_vector_prior[runs] = time_vector_point[runs];
count_total_arr++;
found=1;
}
}
else
{
if (((auxarr+jji*limitdo) > arrvector[j]) && ((auxarr+jji*limitdo) <=
    (depvector[j]+epsilon))) && (found==0))
{
    auxdep=devpvector[j];
    auxarrvector[jji]=auxarr+jji*limitdo;
    auxdevpvector[jji]=devpvector[j];
}
time_vector_point[runs] = new timesarrdep;
if (time_vector_point[runs] == NULL)
{
cout << "Insuff. Memory – Program Term. – Time vector point 16. " << endl;
break;
}
else
{
time_vector_point[runs] -> arrivint_position = count_total_arr;
time_vector_point[runs] -> arr_time = auxarrvector[jji];
time_vector_point[runs] -> dep_time = auxdevpvector[jji];
time_vector_prior[runs] -> next = time_vector_point[runs];
time_vector_point[runs] -> next = NULL;
time_vector_prior[runs] = time_vector_point[runs];
count_total_arr++;
found=1;
}
}
else
{
if (((auxarr+jji*limitdo) > arrvector[j-1]) && ((auxarr+jji*limitdo) <=
    (arrvector[j]+epsilon))) && (found==0))
{
m=(depvector[j]-devpvector[j-1])/(arrvector[j]-arrvector[j-1]);
if (m >=1)
{
verticalaux=devpvector[j]+m*(auxarr+jji*limitdo-arrvector[j]);
auxarrvector[jji]=auxarr+jji*limitdo;
auxdevpvector[jji]=verticalaux;
auxdep=verticalaux;
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time_vector_point[runs] = new timearrdep;
if (time_vector_point[runs] == NULL)
{
    cout << "Insuff. Memory - Program Term. - Time vector point 17. " << endl;
    break;
} else
{
    time_vector_point[runs] -> arrivint_position = count_total_arr;
    time_vector_point[runs] -> arr_time = auxarrvector[jji];
    time_vector_point[runs] -> dep_time = auxdepvector[jji];
    time_vector_prior[runs] -> next = time_vector_point[runs];
    time_vector_point[runs] -> next = NULL;
    time_vector_prior[runs] = time_vector_point[runs];
    count_total_arr++;
    found=1;
}
else
{
    if ((auxarr+jji*limitdo) > depvector[j-1])
    {
        verticalaux=auxarr+jji*limitdo;
        auxdep=verticalaux;
        auxarrvector[jji]=auxarr+jji*limitdo;
        auxdepvector[jji]=auxarr+jji*limitdo;

        if ((count_total_arr==0) && (found==0))
        {
            time_vector_start[runs]=new timearrdep;
            if (time_vector_start[runs] == NULL)
            {
                cout << "Insuff. Memory - Program Term. - Time vector strat 3. " << endl;
                break;
            }
            else
            {
                time_vector_start[runs] -> arrivint_position = count_total_arr;
                time_vector_start[runs] -> arr_time = auxarrvector[jji];
                time_vector_start[runs] -> dep_time = auxdepvector[jji];
                time_vector_start[runs] -> next = NULL;
                time_vector_prior[runs] = time_vector_start[runs];
                count_total_arr++;
                found=1;
                start++;
            }
        }
    }
```
```cpp
{

time_vector_point[runs] = new timesarrdep;
if (time_vector_point[runs] == NULL)
{
cout << "Insuff. Memory - Program Term. - Time vector point 3. " << endl;
break;
}
else
{
time_vector_point[runs] -> arrivint_position = count_total_arr;
time_vector_point[runs] -> arr_time = auxarrvector[jji];
time_vector_point[runs] -> dep_time = auxdepvector[jji];
time_vector_prior[runs] -> next = time_vector_point[runs];
time_vector_point[runs] -> next = NULL;
time_vector_prior[runs] = time_vector_point[runs];
count_total_arr++;
found=1;
}
}
}
else
{
verticalaux=auxarr+jji*limitdo;
auxdep=verticalaux;
 auxarrvector[jji]=auxarr+jji*limitdo;
auxdepvector[jji]=depvector[j-1];

if (((count_total_arr==0) && (found==0))
{
time_vector_start[runs]=new timesarrdep;
if (time_vector_start[runs] == NULL)
{
cout << "Insuff. Memory - Program Term. - Time vector strat 3. " << endl;
break;
}
else
{
time_vector_start[runs] -> arrivint_position = count_total_arr;
time_vector_start[runs] -> arr_time = auxarrvector[jji];
time_vector_start[runs] -> dep_time = auxdepvector[jji];
time_vector_start[runs] -> next = NULL;
time_vector_prior[runs] = time_vector_start[runs];
count_total_arr++;
found=1;
start++;}
```


```cpp
}
else
{

time_vector_point[runs] = new timesarrdep;
if (time_vector_point[runs] == NULL)
{
    cout << "Insuff. Memory - Program Term. - Time vector point 3. " << endl;
    break;
}
else
{
    time_vector_point[runs] -> arrivint_position = count_total_arr;
    time_vector_point[runs] -> arr_time = auxarrvector[jji];
    time_vector_point[runs] -> dep_time = auxdepvector[jji];
    time_vector_prior[runs] -> next = time_vector_point[runs];
    time_vector_point[runs] -> next = NULL;
    time_vector_prior[runs] = time_vector_point[runs];
    count_total_arr++;
    found=1;
}
}

}

else
{
    verticalaux--;
    int jjji=j-2;
    int found=0;
    do
    {
        if ((auxarr+jji*limitdo) > arrvector[jjji])
        {
            m=(depvector[jjji+1]-depvector[jjji])/(arrvector[jjji+1]-arrvector[jjji]);
            verticalaux=m*(auxarr+jji*limitdo-arrvector[jjji+1])+verticalaux*depvector[Np];
            auxarrvector[jjji]=auxarr+jji*limitdo;
            auxdepvector[jjji]=verticalaux;
            auxdep=verticalaux;
        }
    }
    time_vector_point[runs] = new timesarrdep;
    if (time_vector_point[runs] == NULL)
    {
        cout << "Insuff. Memory - Program Term. - Time vector point 18. " << endl;
        break;
    }
    else
    {
```
Appendix B - Algorithm and Source Code (C++)

```cpp
time_vector_point[runs] -> arrivint_position = count_total_arr;
time_vector_point[runs] -> arr_time = auxarrvector[jjj];
time_vector_point[runs] -> dep_time = auxdepvector[jjj];
time_vector_prior[runs] -> next = time_vector_point[runs];
time_vector_point[runs] -> next = NULL;
time_vector_prior[runs] = time_vector_point[runs];
count_total_arr++;
founds=1;
}
}
if (found==0) verticalaux--;
jjji--;
}while ((found==0) & & (jjji >=0));
if (found==0) & & ((auxarr+jjji*limitdo) <= (arrvector[0]+epsilon))
{
 auxarrvector[jjji]=auxarr+jjji*limitdo;
 auxdepvector[jjji]=auxarr+jjji*limitdo;
 auxdep=auxarr+jjji*limitdo;

time_vector_point[runs] = new timesarrdep;
if (time_vector_point[runs] == NULL)
{
 cout << "Insuff. Memory - Program Term. - Time vector point 19. " << endl;
 break;
}
else
{
time_vector_point[runs] -> arrivint_position = count_total_arr;
time_vector_point[runs] -> arr_time = auxarrvector[jjj];
time_vector_point[runs] -> dep_time = auxdepvector[jjj];
time_vector_prior[runs] -> next = time_vector_point[runs];
time_vector_point[runs] -> next = NULL;
time_vector_prior[runs] = time_vector_point[runs];
count_total_arr++;
}
}
}
}
}
}

int auxauxi=1;
if (time_vector_point[runs]->arr_time>=0.8)
auxauxi=1;
auxarr=auxarr*MAX_uniform*limitdo;
}while(auxarr <= (limitwhile+0.000001));
//if19 - closing: added at 16/sep/99
}
changecom_1 = 0;
time_vector_point[runs]=time_vector_start[runs];
count=0;

// if (runstotal==0) | (runstotal==7576) | (runstotal==30099))
if (runstotal==0) | (runstotal==7550))
  // if (runstotal==0)
  { 
do 
  time_vector_prior[runs]=time_vector_point[runs] -> next;
a_time[count]=time_vector_point[runs] -> arr_time;
d_time[count]=time_vector_point[runs] -> dep_time;
time_vector_point[runs] = time_vector_point[runs] -> next;
  count++;
  }
while(time_vector_prior[runs] != NULL);
}

int MAX_sj;
MAX_sj = count - 1;

fout1 << endl << " The values of a_time and d_time are: " << endl << endl;
count=0;

if (runstotal==0)
  { 
  for (count=0; count <= MAX_sj; count++)
  {
    fout1 << a_time[count] << " " << d_time[count] << endl;
    count++;
  }
  }

time_vector_point[runs]=time_vector_start[runs];
count=0;
if (runstotal >=1)
  
  do 
  { 
    time_vector_prior[runs]=time_vector_point[runs] -> next;
time_vector_point[runs] -> arr_time= alfa_time*(a_time[count])+beta_time*(
time_vector_point[runs] -> arr_time);
time_vector_point[runs] -> dep_time= alfa_time*(d_time[count])+beta_time*(
time_vector_point[runs] -> dep_time);
time_vector_point[runs] = time_vector_point[runs] -> next;
    count++;
  }
  }
while (time_vector_prior[runs] != NULL);
}

double aux1;
finalcaspoint[i]=finalcasstart[i];
do
{

finalcasprior[i]=finalcaspoint[i] -> next;
cout << "The commuter is and the run is " << finalcaspoint[i] -> arriv_position
<< " - " << runstotal << endl;
desired_time=finalcaspoint[i] -> des_time;
changecom2=0;
aux1_max=0;
auxi=0;

/******************************************************************************/

THE NEXT STATEMENT FOR THE change_commuter_2 VARIABLE IS EXTREMELY
IMPORTANT BECAUSE IT WILL SAY IF THE COMMUTERS WILL PASS THROUGH
OR NOT BY THE BOTTLENECK, IF THEY ARE EITHER PAYING OR FREE
******************************************************************************/

change_commuter_2=0;
double a1;
int b1;
rand(time(0));
rand(time(0));
a1=double (rand() % Np * 100 / Np ) /100;
if (a1<=(1-aux_cost_and_runs[runs]))
b1=1;
else
b1=0;

time_vector_point[runs] = time_vector_start[runs];
count_time=0;
nauxcostfree=0;
nauxcostpay=0;
do
{
if (time_vector_point[runs] == NULL)
cout << "Problem already." << endl;
time_vector_prior[runs] = time_vector_point[runs] -> next;
auxarrvector[count_time] = (time_vector_point[runs] -> arr_time);
auxdepvector[count_time] = (time_vector_point[runs] -> dep_time);
auxarr1=auxarrvector[count_time];
auxdep1=auxdepvector[count_time];
newauxcost=Cost(auxarr1,auxdep1,desired_time,early_rate,late_rate);
nauxcostfree=newauxcost+nauxcostfree;
if (((finalcaspoint[i] -> pos_cases) ==0)
{ alfa_rate=finalcaspoint[i] -> dife_rate_of_time;
nauxtollcost=C_toll(dof, dife_rate_of_time, auxdep, alfa_rate, toll_rate1, toll_rate2, W1, W2, W1, W2, vector_toll_start, vector_toll_point, vector_toll_prior, Np);
nauxcostpay=nauxtollcost+newauxcost-nauxcostpay;
}
count_time++;
time_vector_point[runs] = time_vector_point[runs] -> next;
while ((count_time <= (MAX_uniform-1)) && (time_vector_prior[runs] != NULL));

int test5=0;
int position5;
do {

if (((time_vector_point[runs] == NULL) && (test5==1)) { 
  cout << "The position was: " << position5 << endl;
  cout << "Problem already 2." << endl;
}
if (time_vector_point[runs] == NULL)
  cout << "Problem already 2." << endl;
time_vector_prior[runs]=time_vector_point[runs] -> next;
auxarr=auxarrvector((MAX_uniform-1)/2);
auxdep=auxdepvector((MAX_uniform-1)/2);

if (((finalcaspoint[i] -> pos_cases) ==0) { 
  nauxcostpay_per_time=nauxcostpay/MAX_uniform;
auxi=finalcaspoint[i] -> com_paying-nauxcostpay_per_time;
  if (((finalcaspoint[i] -> willingness_to_pay) > nauxcostpay_per_time) |
    (demand_elastic != 1))
    {
      if (aux1_max < aux1)
      {
        auxarr_min = auxarr;
        auxdep_min = auxdep;
        auxipay_per_time_min = nauxcostpay_per_time;
        aux1_max = aux1;
      }
    }
  }
else
  {
    nauxcostfree_per_time=nauxcostfree/MAX_uniform;
auxi=finalcaspoint[i] -> com_free-nauxcostfree_per_time;
    if ((((finalcaspoint[i] -> willingness_to_pay) > nauxcostfree_per_time) |
(demand_elastic != 1))
{
    if (aux1_max < aux1)
    {
        auxarr_min = auxarr;
        auxdep_min = auxdep;
        auxifree_per_time_min = nauxcostfree_per_time;
        aux1_max = aux1;
    }
}

}

if ((time_vector_point[runs] -> arrivint_position) >= MAX_uniform)
{
    auxarr1=auxarrvector[0];
    auxdep1=auxdepvector[0];
    newauxcost=Cost(auxarr1,auxdep1,desired_time,early_rate,late_rate);
    nauxcostfree=nauxcostfree - newauxcost;
    if (((finalcaspoint[i] -> pos_cases) == 0)
    {
        alfa_rate=finalcaspoint[i] -> difer_value_of_time;
        nauxtollcost=C_toll(t,dif_value_of_time,auxdep1,alfa_rate,toll_rate1,toll_rate2,WB1, WB2,WE1,WE2, vector_toll_start, vector_toll_point, vector_toll_prior, Np);
        nauxcostpay=nauxcostpay - newauxcost - nauxtollcost;
    }

    for (int jji=0; jji < (MAX_uniform-1); jji++)
    {
        auxarrvector[jji] = auxarrvector[jji+1];
        auxdepvector[jji] = auxdepvector[jji+1];
        countjji=jji;
    }
}

    countjji++;
    if (time_vector_prior[runs] == NULL)
    {
        test5=1;
        position5=time_vector_point[runs] -> arrivint_position;
    }
    if (time_vector_point[runs] != NULL)
    {
        auxarrvector[countjji]=time_vector_point[runs] -> arr_time;
        auxdepvector[countjji]=time_vector_point[runs] -> dep_time;
        auxarr1=auxarrvector[countjji];
        auxdep1=auxdepvector[countjji];
        newauxcost=Cost(auxarr1,auxdep1,desired_time,early_rate,late_rate);
        nauxcostfree=nauxcostfree+nauxcostfree;
if ((finalcaspoint[i] -> pos_cases) == 0)
{
    alfa_rate = finalcaspoint[i] -> dier_value_of_time;
    // nauxtollcost = C_toll(auxdep1, alfa_rate, toll_rate, WB, WE);
    nauxtollcost = C_toll(f, dier_value_of_time, auxdep1, alfa_rate, toll_rate1, toll_rate2, WB1, WB2, WE1, WE2, vector_toll_start, vector_toll_point, vector_toll_prior, Np);
    nauxcostpay = nauxtollcost + newauxcost + nauxcostpay;
}
}
time_vector_point[runs] = time_vector_point[runs] - next;

}while(time_vector_prior[runs] != NULL);
if ((finalcaspoint[i] -> pos_cases) == 0)
{
    if (((finalcaspoint[i] -> willingness_to_pay) > aux1pay_per_time_min) ||
        (demand_elastic != 1))
    {
        /*
        VERY IMPORTANT THE NEXT LINE - IT WAS ADDED AT 11/AUG/99
        */
        if (((aux1_max/(finalcaspoint[i] -> com_paying + 0.000001)) > epsilon) ||
            (finalcaspoint[i] -> arr_time > pow(10, 12)))
        {
            double cpay1, cpay2;
            double user_probability, Prob_annealing;
            cpay1 = finalcaspoint[i] -> com_paying;
            cpay2 = aux1pay_per_time_min;

            user_probability = f_probability(ctype, runstotal, cpay1, cpay2);
            Prob_annealing = F_prob(cpay1, cpay2, simulations, runstotal, p_f1, c1, early_rate);
            zaux = c1 * early_rate;
            f_probconv = (cpay1 - cpay2) / zaux;
            if (f_probconv > 0.20)
            {
                if (Prob_annealing <= 5 * f_probconv)
                    // Prob_annealing = 5 * f_probconv;
                Prob_annealing = Prob_annealing;
            }

            if ((Prob_annealing >= 1) || (Prob_annealing <= 0.01))
            {
                if ((5 * f_probconv) >= 1)
                    // Prob_annealing = 1;
                Prob_annealing = Prob_annealing;
                else
                    // Prob_annealing = 5 * f_probconv;
                Prob_annealing = Prob_annealing;
            }
            Prob_annealing << " " << f_probconv << endl;
// fout1 << "And the new Prob_annealing is: " << Prob_annealing << endl;

if ((user_probability<Prob_annealing)&&(finalcaspoint[i]->arr_time>pow(10,12)))
{

// EXTREMELY IMPORTANT FOR THE RANDOM NUMBERS -- CHANGED AT 12/AUG/1999: 4:42 PM
double a;
srand(time(0)*runstotal*(finalcaspoint[i]->arr_time*finalcaspoint[i]->des_time)*cpay2);
a=rand()/(RAND_MAX+1.0);
// fout1 << "The value of a is: " << a << endl;
// n_random = 5*limitdo*a-2.5;
n_random = ((MAX_uniform-1)*a-(MAX_uniform-1))*limitdo;
//EXTREMELY IMPORTANT FOR THE RANDOM NUMBERS-CHANGED(ENDED) AT 12/AUG/1999:4:42PM
change_commuter_2=1;
auxarr_min=auxarr_min+n_random;
finalcaspoint[i] -> com_paying=aux1pay_per_time_min;
finalcaspoint[i] -> arr_time=auxarr_min;
change_time++;
if (changecom2==0)
{
changecom1++;
changecom2=1;
}
}
}
}
else
{

if (((finalcaspoint[i] -> willingness_to_pay) > aux1free_per_time_min) | 
(demand_elastic != 1))
{
if (((aux1_max/(finalcaspoint[i]->com_free+0.000001)) > epsilon)|
(finalcaspoint[i] -> arr_time > pow(10,12)))
{

double cfree1,cfree2;
double user_probability, Prob_annealing;
cfree1 = finalcaspoint[i]->com_free;
cfree2= aux1free_per_time_min;

converge=0;
user_probability = F_probability(ctype,runstotal,cfree1,cfree2);
Prob_annealing=F_prob(cfree1,cfree2,simulations,runstotal,p_f1,ci*early_rate);
zaux = c1*early_rate;
f_probconv=(cfree1-cfree2)/zaux;
if (f_probconv > 0.20)
if (Prob_annealing <= 5*f_probconv)
  // Prob_annealing = 5*f_probconv;
Prob_annealing = Prob_annealing;
}

if ((Prob_annealing >= 1) || (Prob_annealing <= 0.01))
{
  if ((5*f_probconv) >= 1)
    // Prob_annealing = 1;
    Prob_annealing = Prob_annealing;
  else
    // Prob_annealing = 5*f_probconv;
    Prob_annealing = Prob_annealing;
}

if ((user_probability < Prob_annealing) || (finalcaspoint[i] -> arr_time > pow(10, 12)))
{
  double n_seed;

  // EXTREMELY IMPORTANT FOR THE RANDOM NUMBERS -- CHANGED AT 12/AUG/1999: 4:42 PM
  srand(time(0)*runstotal*(finalcaspoint[i] -> arr_time*
    finalcaspoint[i] -> des_time)*cfree2);
  a = rand()/(RAND_MAX+1.0);
  // fout1 << "The value of a is: " << a << endl;
  n_random = ((MAX_uniform-1)*a-(MAX_uniform-1))*limitdo;
  // EXTREMELY IMPORTANT FOR THE RANDOM NUMBERS -- CHANGED AT 12/AUG/1999: 4:42 PM
  change_comuter_2 = 1;
  auxarr_min = auxarr_min + n_random;
  finalcaspoint[i] -> com_free = aux!free_per_time_min;
  // finalcaspoint[i] -> arrival_time = auxarr;
  finalcaspoint[i] -> arr_time = auxarr_min;
  changetime++;
  if (changecom2 == 0)
    {
    changecom1++;
    changecom2 = 1;
    }
  int testaux = 1;
  if ((changecom1 > Np) && (runs > 25))
    testaux = 1;
  }
  }

if (finalcaspoint[i] -> pos_cases == 1)
```cpp
{  
if ((change_commuter_2 == 0) && (demand_elastic == 1) &&  
  (finalcaspoint[i] -> willingness_to_pay) < auxifree_per_time_min))
{
  finalcaspoint[i] -> use_bottleneck=0;
  finalcaspoint[i] -> arr_time = pow(10,13);
  finalcaspoint[i] -> departure_time = pow(10,13);
  finalcaspoint[i] -> dep_time = pow(10,13);
  finalcaspoint[i] -> com_paying = (finalcaspoint[i] -> willingness_to_pay);
  finalcaspoint[i] -> com_free = (finalcaspoint[i] -> willingness_to_pay);
  if (finalcaspoint[i] -> total_cost > finalcaspoint[i] -> initial_cost)
  finalcaspoint[i] -> better_off=0;
}
}
if (finalcaspoint[i] -> arriv_position==4)
finalcaspoint[i] -> arriv_position=4;
if (finalcaspoint[i] -> pos_cases==0)
{
  if ((change_commuter_2 == 0) && (demand_elastic == 1) &&  
  (finalcaspoint[i] -> willingness_to_pay) < auxipay_per_time_min))
  {  
    finalcaspoint[i] -> use_bottleneck=0;
    finalcaspoint[i] -> arr_time = pow(10,13);
    finalcaspoint[i] -> departure_time = pow(10,13);
    finalcaspoint[i] -> dep_time = pow(10,13);
    finalcaspoint[i] -> com_paying = (finalcaspoint[i] -> willingness_to_pay);
    finalcaspoint[i] -> com_free = (finalcaspoint[i] -> willingness_to_pay);
    if (finalcaspoint[i] -> total_cost > finalcaspoint[i] -> initial_cost)
    finalcaspoint[i] -> better_off=0;
  }
}
finalcaspoint[i]=finalcaspoint[i] -> next;
}while (finalcasprior[i] != NULL);

} // END OF THE FOR LOOP
double auxlastdep;
for (i=0; i<= limcomb; i++)
{
  count = 0;
  cumuarrival = 0;
  cumudeparture = 0;
  finalcaspoint[i]=finalcasstart[i];

  finalcaspoint[i]=finalcasstart[i];
do  
  {  
    finalcasprior[i]=finalcaspoint[i] -> next;
```
if (finalcaspoint[i] -> arr_time < pow(10, 12))
{
  arrvector[count] = finalcaspoint[i] -> arr_time;
}
finalcaspoint[i] = finalcaspoint[i] -> next;
count++;
} while (finalcasprior[i] != NULL);

int sj, si;
double as;

for (sj=1; sj <= Np; sj++)
{
  as = arrvector[sj];
  si = sj - 1;
  while (((si >= 0) && (arrvector[si] > as))
  {
    arrvector[si + 1] = arrvector[si];
    si--;
  }
  arrvector[si + 1] = as;
}
for (int j=0; j <= Np; j++)
{
  if (j == 0) depvector[j] = arrvector[j];
  else
  {
    if (((arrvector[j] - depvector[j - 1]) >= 1)
      depvector[j] = arrvector[j];
    else depvector[j] = depvector[j - 1] + 1;
  }
}
for (int jji = 0; jji <= limcomb; jji++)
{
  finalauxpoint[jji] = finalcasstart[jji];
do{
    finalauxprior[jji] = finalauxpoint[jji] -> next;
    finalauxpoint[jji] -> updateddeparture = 0;
    finalauxpoint[jji] = finalauxpoint[jji] -> next;
} while (finalauxprior[jji] != NULL);
}
count = 0;
double auxlastdep, auxd;
for (j = 0; j <= Np; j++)
{
  finalcaspoint[i] = finalcasstart[i];
do{

finalcasprior[i]=finalcaspoint[i] -> next;

/****************************************************************************
EXPLANATION FOR THE EVALUATION OF THE DEPARTURE TIME
(1) SHE/HE DEPARTS "AS SOON AS SHE/HE ARRIVES":
(a) IF she/he is the first to arrive (count=0);
(b) IF she/he arrived more than one second "after"
the last departure;
(2) OTHERWISE:
- she/he will depart one second "after" the last departure;
****************************************************************************/

/****************************************************************************
// FIRST EVALUATING THE DEPARTURE TIME WHEN THE
// COMMUTERS ARE FREE
****************************************************************************/

int auxaux;
if (runs >= 1)
auxaux=0;
if (finalcaspoint[i]->arr_time < pow(10,12)) // ADDED AT 10/AUG/1999
{ // ADDED AT 10/AUG/1999 (FROM THE "IF" ABOVE)
if (((finalcaspoint[i]->arr_time)==arrvector[j]) &&
(finalcaspoint[i] -> pos_cases ==1) &&
(finalcaspoint[i] -> updateddeparture != 1) && (auxlastdep != depvector[j]))
{
    if (count==0)
    {
        //finalcaspoint[i]->departure_time=(finalcaspoint[i]->arrival_time);
        finalcaspoint[i]->dep_time=(finalcaspoint[i]->arr_time);
        finalcaspoint[i] -> updateddeparture = 1;
        auxd=(finalcaspoint[i] -> dep_time);
        auxlastdep=auxd;
    }
    else
    {
        if (((finalcaspoint[i]->arr_time)-auxlastdep) > 1)
        {
            // finalcaspoint[i]->departure_time=(finalcaspoint[i]->arrival_time);
            finalcaspoint[i]->dep_time=(finalcaspoint[i]->arr_time);
            finalcaspoint[i] -> updateddeparture = 1;
            auxd=(finalcaspoint[i] -> dep_time);
            auxlastdep=auxd;
        }
        else
        {
            // finalcaspoint[i]->departure_time=auxlastdep+1;
            finalcaspoint[i]->dep_time=auxlastdep+1;
            finalcaspoint[i] -> updateddeparture = 1;
        }
    }  
}  
}  
}
auxd=(finalcaspoint[i] -> dep_time);
auxlastdep=auxd;
}
} count++;

/***********************
/* SECOND EVALUATING THE DEPARTURE TIME WHEN THE
/* COMMUTERS ARE PAYING
/***********************

if (((finalcaspoint[i]->arr_time==arrvector[j]&&finalcaspoint[i]->pos_cases==0)
&&finalcaspoint[i] -> updateddeparture != 1) && (auxlastdep != depvector[j]))
{
  if (count==0)
  {
    // finalcaspoint[i]->departure_time=(finalcaspoint[i]->arrival_time);
    finalcaspoint[i]->dep_time=(finalcaspoint[i]->arr_time);
    finalcaspoint[i] -> updateddeparture = 1;
    auxd=(finalcaspoint[i] -> dep_time);
    auxlastdep=auxd;
  }
  else
  {
    if (((finalcaspoint[i]-> arr_time)-auxlastdep)>1)
    {
      // finalcaspoint[i]->departure_time=(finalcaspoint[i]->arrival_time);
      finalcaspoint[i]->dep_time=(finalcaspoint[i]->arr_time);
      finalcaspoint[i] -> updateddeparture = 1;
      auxd=(finalcaspoint[i] -> dep_time);
      auxlastdep=auxd;
    }
    else
    {
      // finalcaspoint[i]->departure_time=auxlastdep+1;
      finalcaspoint[i]->dep_time=auxlastdep+1;
      finalcaspoint[i] -> updateddeparture = 1;
      auxd=(finalcaspoint[i] -> dep_time);
      auxlastdep=auxd;
    }
  }
  count++;
}

} // ADDED AT 10/AUG/1999

finalcaspoint[i] = finalcaspoint[i] -> next;
}while (finalcasprior[i]!=NULL);
auxlastdep=0;
}
for (i=0; i<=limcomb; i++)
{
    finalcaspoint[i]=finalcasstart[i];
do
    {
        finalcasprior[i] = finalcaspoint[i] -> next;
        desired_time=finalcaspoint[i] -> des_time;
        if (finalcaspoint[i] -> arriv_position==4)
            finalcaspoint[i] -> arriv_position=4;
        if ((finalcaspoint[i] -> pos_cases)==0)
            {
                // auxdep=(finalcaspoint[i] -> departure_time);
                auxdep=(finalcaspoint[i] -> dep_time);
                alfa_rate=finalcaspoint[i] -> difer_value_of_time;
                nauxtollcost=C_toll(f,dif_value_of_time,
                    auxdep,alfa_rate,toll_rate1,toll_rate2, WB1, WB2, WE1,
                    WE2,vector_toll_start, vector_toll_point, vector_toll_prior, Np);
                auxarr=(finalcaspoint[i] -> arr_time);
                newauxcost=Cost(auxarr,auxdep,desired_time,early_rate,late_rate);
                nauxcostpay=newauxcost+nauxtollcost;
                if (auxdep < pow(10,12))
                    {
                        finalcaspoint[i] -> com_paying=nauxcostpay;
                    }
                else finalcaspoint[i] -> com_paying = finalcaspoint[i] -> willingness_to_pay;
            }
        else
            {
                auxdep=(finalcaspoint[i] -> dep_time);
                auxarr=(finalcaspoint[i] -> arr_time);
                newauxcost=Cost(auxarr,auxdep,desired_time,early_rate,late_rate);
                nauxcostfree=newauxcost;
                if (auxdep < pow(10,12))
                    {
                        finalcaspoint[i] -> com_free=nauxcostfree;
                    }
                else finalcaspoint[i] -> com_free = finalcaspoint[i] -> willingness_to_pay;
            }
        finalcaspoint[i]=finalcaspoint[i] -> next;
} while(finalcasprior[i] != NULL);
for (int jji=0; jji <= limcomb; jji++)
{
    finalauxpoint[jji]=finalcasstart[jji];
do
{
    finalauxprior[jji] = finalauxpoint[jji] -> next;
    finalauxpoint[jji]=finalauxpoint[jji] -> next;
}while(finalauxprior[jji] != NULL);
}
double freecost;
double paycost;
double totalcost;
for (j=0; j <= Np; j++)
{
    freecost=0;
paycost=0;

    if (j==0)
    j=0;
    for (int ji=0; ji <= limcomb; ji++)
    {
        finalauxpoint[ji]=new commuters;
        finalauxpoint[ji]=finalcasstart[ji];
do
{
        finalauxprior[ji]=finalauxpoint[ji] -> next;
        if (((finalauxpoint[ji] -> arriv_position)==j)
        {
            if (((finalauxpoint[ji] -> pos_cases)==1)
            {
                if (finalauxpoint[ji] -> com_free != -1)
                    freecost += (finalauxpoint[ji] -> com_free);
                else freecost += (finalauxpoint[ji] -> willingness_to_pay);
            }
            else
            {
                if (finalauxpoint[ji] -> com_paying != -1)
                    paycost += (finalauxpoint[ji] -> com_paying);
                else paycost += (finalauxpoint[ji] -> willingness_to_pay);
            }
        }
    }while(finalauxprior[ji] != NULL);
    if (finalcaspoint[ji] -> arriv_position==1)
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```c++
finalcaspoint[ji] -> arriv_position=1;
if (f=0) totalcost=paycost; //double(n_denominator);
else
{
if (f=1) totalcost=freecost; //double(n_denominator);
else
totalcost=((f*freecost/n_numerator)+((1-f)*paycost)/(n_denominator-n_numerator));
}

for (ji=0; ji<= limcomb; ji++)
{
finauxpoint[ji]=finalcaspoint[ji];
do
{

finauxprior[ji]=finauxpoint[ji] -> next;
if (finauxpoint[ji] -> arriv_position==j)
{
    finauxpoint[ji] -> total_cost=totalcost;
}

finauxpoint[ji]=finauxpoint[ji] ->next;
}while (finauxprior[ji] != NULL);
// cout << " I passed here 2" << endl;
} // END OF THE for (ji=0...)
} // END OF THE for (j=0; j <= (Np-1); j++)*/

//******************************************************************************
FREEING THE DYNAMIC ALLOCATED MEMORY FOR THE time_vector_point VARIABLES
******************************************************************************
time_vector_point[runs]=time_vector_start[runs];
count=0;
if (runstotal>=1)
{
do
{
time_vector_prior[runs]=time_vector_point[runs] -> next;
a_time[count]=time_vector_point[runs] ->arr_time;
d_time[count]=time_vector_point[runs] ->dep_time;
time_vector_point[runs] =time_vector_point[runs] -> next;
count++;
}while(time_vector_prior[runs] != NULL);
}
int MAX_sj;
MAX_sj=0;
for(i<=endl<<"The values of a_time and d_time are:AFTER THE FIRST RUN "
<< endl<<endl;
count=0;
if (runstotal>=1)
{
```
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for (count=0; count <= MAX_sj; count++)
{

fout1 << a_time[count] << "  " << d_time[count] << endl;

count++;
}
}
time_vector_point[runs] = time_vector_start[runs];
do
{
// cout << endl << "intruns = " << runs << endl;
if (time_vector_point[runs] == NULL)
cout << "Problem already 2 in the intruns." << endl;
time_vector_prior[runs]=time_vector_point[runs] -> next;
delete (time_vector_point[runs]);
time_vector_point[runs] = time_vector_prior[runs];
} while (time_vector_prior[runs] != NULL);
runs=0;

******************************************************************************
ENDING THE DYNAMIC ALLOCATED MEMORY FOR THE time_vector_point VARIABLES
******************************************************************************

for (int ji=0; ji<= limcomb; ji++)
{
finalcaspoint[ji]=finalcasstart[ji];
do
{

finalcasprior[ji]=finalcaspoint[ji] -> next;
if (((finalcaspoint[ji] -> total_cost) <= (finalcaspoint[ji] -> initial_cost))
{
    finalcaspoint[ji] -> better_off=1;
}
else
{
// if (finalcaspoint[ji] -> use_bottleneck != 0)
finalcaspoint[ji] -> better_off=0;
}
finalcaspoint[ji]=finalcaspoint[ji] ->next;
}while (finalcasprior[ji] != NULL);
// cout << " I passed here 2" << endl;
}

if (((runstotal ==0) ||(runstotal >2050) &&(runstotal <2067))
((runstotal > 9100) && (runstotal <=9127)) || (runstotal > 25550) &&
(runstotal < 25577)) ||(runstotal > 46100)&&(runstotal <=46150))
((runstotal > 60100))&&(runstotal <=60200))
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```cpp
{
    fout1 << " THE VALUE OF THIS RUN IS: " << runs << " AND RUNSTOTAL IS: " << runstotal << endl << endl;

    for (int ii=0; ii<= limcomb; ii++)
    {
        count=0;
        fout1 << "Combination: " << ii << " The commuter and toll costs are " << endl;
        finalcaspoint[ii]=finalcasstart[ii];
        fout1 << "Commuter - Costs: Willingness to Pay Initial Cost Free " << " Paying " << " Total " << "Arr. Time" << " Dep. Time" << " Poss.Cases " << " Desired Time" << " Use Bottleneck Better off " << endl;
        do
        {
            fout1 << " " << count << " ";
            finalcasprior[ii]=finalcaspoint[ii] -> next;
            if((finalcaspoint[ii]->arr_time < 0.000001) & (finalcaspoint[ii]->arr_time > (-0.000001))
                finalcaspoint[ii] -> arr_time = 0;
            if((finalcaspoint[ii]->dep_time < 0.000001) & (finalcaspoint[ii]->dep_time > (-0.000001))
                finalcaspoint[ii] -> dep_time = 0;
            fout1 << " " << setw(13) << finalcaspoint[ii] -> willingness_to_pay << setw(20) <<
            finalcaspoint[ii] -> initial_cost << setw(20) << finalcaspoint[ii] -> com_free
            << setw(13) << finalcaspoint[ii] -> com_paying
            << setw(13) << finalcaspoint[ii] -> total_cost << setw(16) <<
            finalcaspoint[ii] -> arr_time << setw(13)
            << finalcaspoint[ii] -> dep_time<<setw(13)finalcaspoint[ii] -> pos_cases<<
            setw(15) << finalcaspoint[ii] -> des_time << setw(15) <<
            finalcaspoint[ii] -> use_bottleneck<<setw(15)finalcaspoint[ii] -> better_off<<endl;
            finalcaspoint[ii] = finalcasprior[ii] -> next;
            count++;
        } while(finalcasprior[ii] != NULL);
        cout << " "; //endl;
    }
    cout << " The percent of commuters who changed their times in this run was " <<
    changecom1*100/(Np+1) << endl;
    fout1 <<" The value of changecom1 is " << changecom1 << endl;
    fout1 << " The percent of commuters who changed their times in this run was " <<
    changecom1*100/(Np+1) << endl;
    fout1 << " The value of start is: " << start << endl;
    fout1 <<endl << "END OF THE RESULTS FOR THE RUN " << runs << "." <<
    " AND RUNSTOTAL IS: " << runstotal << "." << endl << endl << endl;
}

//******************************************************************************
THE NEXT PRINT STATEMENTS WERE ADDEDS AT 10/AUG/1999
*******************************************************************************/
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```cpp
if ((runstotal == 0) || ((runstotal > 2050) && (runstotal < 2067)) ||
    (runstotal > 9100) && (runstotal <= 9127)) || ((runstotal >= 15550) &&
    (runstotal < 25577)) || ((runstotal >= 46100) && (runstotal <= 46150)) ||
    (runstotal > 60100) && (runstotal <= 60200))
{
    fout1 << "The value of WB1 and WB2 are: " << WB1 << " and " << WB2 << endl;
    fout1 << "The value of WE1 and WE2 are: " << WE1 << " and " << WE2 << endl;
    fout1 << "The value of limitdo, \( w \) and MAX_uniform are " << limitdo <<
    " " << \( w \) << " " << MAX_uniform << endl;
    for (int ii=0; ii<= limcomb; ii++)
    {
        // if (ii==0)
        // {
        // count=0;
        // fout1 << "The desired Time is: " << desired_time << endl;
        // fout1 << "Combination: " << ii << " The commuter and toll costs are " << endl;
        finalcaspoint[ii]=finalcasstart[ii];
        do
        { // fout1 << count << " ";
            finalcasprior[ii]=finalcaspoint[ii] -> next;
            if ((finalcaspoint[ii] -> arr_time < 0.000001) &&
                (finalcaspoint[ii] -> arr_time > (-0.000001)))
                finalcaspoint[ii] -> arr_time = 0;
            if ((finalcaspoint[ii] -> dep_time < 0.000001) &&
                (finalcaspoint[ii] -> dep_time > (-0.000001)))
                finalcaspoint[ii] -> dep_time = 0;
            if ((finalcaspoint[ii] -> arr_time < pow(10,9)))
                { fout1 << count << " ";
                  fout1 << " " << setw(16) << finalcaspoint[ii] -> arr_time << setw(13)
                  << finalcaspoint[ii] -> dep_time << setw(15) << finalcaspoint[ii] -> des_time << endl;
                  // finalcaspoint[ii] = finalcaspoint[ii] -> next;
                  count++;
                }
            finalcaspoint[ii] = finalcaspoint[ii] -> next;
            while(finalcasprior[ii] != NULL);
        } //endl;
    }
}
}

runstotal++;
runs++;
}while(runs<simulations);
fout1 << "The value of the runs were " << (runs-1) << " and runstotal " <<
    (runstotal-1) << endl;
```
fout1 << "The value of WB1 and WB2 are: " << WB1 << " and " << WB2 << endl;
fout1 << "The value of WE1 and WE2 are: " << WE1 << " and " << WE2 << endl;

count=0;
finalcaspoint[0]=finalcasstart[0];
do
{
fout1 << count << " ";
finalcasprior[0]=finalcaspoint[0] -> next;
if ((finalcaspoint[0] -> arr_time < 0.000001) &&
(finalcaspoint[0] -> arr_time > (-0.000001)))
finalcaspoint[0] -> arr_time = 0;
if ((finalcaspoint[0] -> dep_time < 0.000001) &&
(finalcaspoint[0] -> dep_time > (-0.000001)))
finalcaspoint[0] -> dep_time = 0;
fout1 << " " << setw(16) << finalcaspoint[0] -> arr_time << setw(13)
<< finalcaspoint[0] -> dep_time << setw(15) << finalcaspoint[0] -> des_time << endl;
finalcaspoint[0] = finalcaspoint[0] -> next;
count++;
}while(finalcasprior[0] != NULL);
cout << " "; //endl;
fout1.close();

/** Function to calculate the Cost for a Commuter ***/

double Cost(double A_t, double D_t, double Des_t, double e_rate, double l_rate)
{
double C_schedule, C_queueing;

if (D_t <= Des_t)
    C_schedule = e_rate * (Des_t - D_t);
else
    C_schedule = l_rate * (D_t - Des_t);

C_queueing = D_t - A_t;

return (C_schedule + C_queueing);
}

double C_toll(double f, double val_of_time, double D_t, double a_rate,
    double t_rate1, double t_rate2, double W_B1, double W_B2, double W_E1,
    double W_E2, function_toll *v_toll_start, function_toll *v_toll_point,
    function_toll *v_toll_prior, int np)
{
double Ctoll,x0,y0, y1, y;

```c
int f_true;

if (((D_t <= W_B2) || (D_t >= W_E2) || (f ==1))
    
    C_tol1=0;
} 
else 

    if (toll_func==2)
        
    if ((D_t > W_B2) && (D_t < W_E2))
    
        if (((a_rate*t_rate1*(D_t-W_B2)) < (a_rate*t_rate1*(W_E2 - D_t)))
            C_tol1 = a_rate*t_rate1 * (D_t - W_B2);
        else
            C_tol1 = a_rate*t_rate1 * (W_E2 - D_t);
    
    else
        C_tol1=0;
}
else /* ELSE 14A1 */

    if (toll_func==1)
        
    if (((D_t <= 0) || (D_t >= np) )
        
        C_tol1=0;
} 
else 

    v_toll_point = v_toll_start;
    v_toll_prior = v_toll_point -> next;
    x0 = (v_toll_point -> first_value);
    y0 = (v_toll_point -> value);
    if (D_t <= (x0+1))
        
        yi= v_toll_prior -> value;
        y=(yi-y0)*(D_t-x0)+y0;
    C_tol1=y;
} 
else 

    v_toll_point = (v_toll_point -> next); 
    f_true=0;
    do 
    
        v_toll_prior = (v_toll_point -> next);
        x0 = (v_toll_point -> first_value);
    ```
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\[ y_0 = (v\_toll\_point -> value); \]

\[
\text{if (D_t <=(x_0*1))} \\
\{ \\
y_1= v\_toll\_prior -> value; \\
y=(y_1-y_0)*(D_t-x_0)+y_0; \\
C_{toll}=y; \\
f\_true=1; \\
\} \\
\text{else} \\
\{ \\
v\_toll\_point = (v\_toll\_point -> next); \\
\}
\]

\}while ((f\_true =0) || (v\_toll\_point != NULL));
\}
\}
\}
\}
else // ELSE 13A1
\{
\}
\}
\}
\}
\}
\}
\}
\}
\}
\}
\}
\}
\}
\}
\}
\}
\}
\}
\}
\}
\}
\}
\}
\}
\}
Ctoll = a_rate*t_rate2 * (W_E2 - D_t);
}
else
{
    if ((D_t > W_B1) && (D_t < W_E1) && (W_B2 > pow(10,9)) && (W_E2 < pow(10,9)))
    {
        if ((a_rate*t_rate1*(D_t-W_B1)+a_rate*t_rate2*(W_B1-W_B2)) < (a_rate*t_rate1*
            (W_E1 - D_t)+a_rate*t_rate2*(W_E2-W_E1)))
            Ctoll = a_rate*t_rate1*(D_t-W_B1)+a_rate*t_rate2*(W_B1-W_B2);
        else
            Ctoll = a_rate*t_rate1*(W_E1 - D_t)+a_rate*t_rate2*(W_E2-W_E1);
    }
    
    } // ELSE 13C
}
else
{
    if (((f!=0) && (val_of_time ==1))
    {
        if ((((D_t > W_B2) && (D_t < W_B1)) || ((D_t > W_E1) && (D_t < W_E2))) && (W_B2 > -pow(10,9)) && (W_E2 < pow(10,9)))
        {
            if ((a_rate*t_rate2*(D_t-W_B2)) < (a_rate*t_rate2*(W_E2 - D_t)))
                Ctoll = a_rate*t_rate2 * (D_t - W_B2);
            else
                Ctoll = a_rate*t_rate2 * (W_E2 - D_t);
        }
        else
        {
            if ((D_t > W_B1) && (D_t < W_E1) && (W_B2 > -pow(10,9)) && (W_E2 < pow(10,9)))
            {
                if ((a_rate*t_rate1*(D_t-W_B1)+a_rate*t_rate2*(W_B1-W_B2)) < (a_rate*t_rate1*
                    (W_E1 - D_t)+a_rate*t_rate2*(W_E2-W_E1)))
                    Ctoll = a_rate*t_rate1*(D_t-W_B1)+a_rate*t_rate2*(W_B1-W_B2);
                else
                    Ctoll = a_rate*t_rate1*(W_E1 - D_t)+a_rate*t_rate2*(W_E2-W_E1);
            }
            else
            {
                if ((W_B2 < -pow(10,9)) || (W_E2 > pow(10,9)))
                {
                    if ((D_t > W_B1) && (D_t < W_E1))
                        {
                            if (a_rate*t_rate1*(D_t-W_B1) < a_rate*t_rate1*(W_E2 - D_t))
                                Ctoll = a_rate*t_rate1*(D_t-W_B1);
                            else
                        }
Ctoll = a_rate*t_rate1*(W_E2 - D_t); 
}

}
}
}
}
}
} // ELSE 13A
{
if ((f==0) && (val_of_time !=1))
{

if ((D_t <= W_B1) || (D_t >= W_E1))
{
Ctoll = 0;
}
else
{
if ((D_t > W_B1) && (D_t < W_E1))
{
if ((a_rate*t_rate1*(D_t-W_B1)) < (a_rate*t_rate1*(W_E1 - D_t)))
Ctoll = a_rate*t_rate1*(D_t-W_B1);
else
Ctoll = a_rate*t_rate1*(W_E1 - D_t);
}
}
} // ELSE 13A
} // ELSE BEFORE IF ((F!=0) && (VAL_OF_TIME ==1))
} //ELSE 13A1
} //ELSE 14A1

return(Ctoll);

}

double F_probability (int type, int runsf, double cost1,double cost2 )
{
double x_book_simul, u_prob;

if (type == 1)
{
  srand((runsf+1)*cost1*cost2);
  u_prob = double (rand() % 1000 *100/1000) /100;
}
else
{
if (type == 2)
{
    srand((runsf+1)*cost1);
    x_book_simul = -log(1- (double (rand() % 1000 *100/1000) /100));
    u_prob = 1-exp(-x_book_simul);
    srand(time(0));
}
return (u_prob);

double F_prob(double c1, double c2, int sim, int runs_f, double pf1, double z)
{
    double fprob;
    double aux_f, delta1;

    if (c1 > c2)
        delta1 = c1-c2;
    else
        delta1 = c2-c1;
    aux_f = alfa*pow(runs_f+alfa, alfa_power)*(1-exp(-(c1-c2)/(z*pow((runs_f+pf2),2)) *pf1));
    fprob = aux_f;
    return (fprob);
}